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MESSAGE OF THE CONFERENCE LAY LEADERS 
(sheri)     Fargo in February!  Gathering in extreme cold but experiencing the “warming of the 
heart” described by John Wesley.  Association of Annual Conference Lay Leaders gathering to 
share stories of ministry.  

We were led in one morning worship by Native Americans from the Dakotas who began the wor-
ship by praising God from all the corners of the earth in song and prayer led by the sacred drum. 
And then the children reached into our midst and invited some of us into the dance of praise and 
thanksgiving as their partners. Let me tell you we were indeed “ moved” by the Spirit.   We were 
truly gifted by their presence among us.  We heard of their struggles and their joys.  We were 
again strangely warmed.  Our study leader, Roy Trueblood, led us in discovery with the Heart 
Principle Inventory from his book, Partners in Ministry: Clergy and Laity.  We focused on hear-
ing and understanding others.  See if you can recognize some of these themes: 

“even if you disagree, please don’t make me wrong” 

“acknowledge the greatness within me” 

“remember to look for my loving intentions” 

“tell me the truth with compassion” 

Partners in ministry is not a program, it is a way of life. 

As partners in ministry, we covenant together and with God to avoid blaming and justifying AND 
to take responsibility for the results. 

We were especially privileged to greet our brother from Liberia, Pei Edwin Gausi, when we met 
as the North Central Jurisdiction.  We listened in disbelief as he told us of families living in con-
stant conflict, many in the “bush right outside the city.”  Children with little more than rags to 
cover their bodies yet appearing from everywhere when it was Bible story time; listening intently 
and re-telling the stories to each other.  And the practical theology of teaching young men a trade 
so that they could have the ability to provide for their families with dignity.  And about the tools 
being collected by a sister conference and sent to Liberia to help this project succeed.  

Wisconsin Conference’s Culture of the Call event brought laity and clergy together to consider 
how we invite persons into ministry.  What wonderous ways our God has in sending the Spirit 
among us.  Because of a shared ride to the event, I met a wonderful young university student, 
Leann, who invited me to share in a part of her journey.  And again my heart was strangely 
warmed. 

As part of a Restorative Justice Panel hosted by UMW at Good Shepherd church in Oconomo-
woc, I shared ways in which both offenders and communities can work together for justice and 
restoring wholeness.  Another unique opportunity for such dialogue came in a first of its kind 
grass roots summit held at UWO :  Community Partnerships, Prisons, Prevention, and Treatment.  
Some others from this Annual Conference were also in attendance. 

         As people of “The Word” we are called to these ministries. 

(andy)     You would think that with two of us we would get everywhere and do everything that 
lay leaders need to do but the truth is that finding the time to do it all just never seems to happen. 
So we give special thanks for all our District Lay Leaders who do such a great job and help keep 
us informed as well. We also affirm and celebrate the work of all who serve as lay leaders in the 
local church. 

Sheri has already shared with you about our visit to the frozen world of Fargo. We knew we were 
in the Dakotas when the opening worship featured a native-American youth group, a Methodist 
bishop, a Lutheran pastor and his accordion! 
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I’d like to share a little about some of the other places this position took me over the last twelve 
months. In August I had the privilege to serve as a counselor at the Rising Sun Camp at the Byron 
Center. This is a camp for youth whose parents are incarcerated. It was certainly among the most 
challenging yet rewarding experiences of my life. This year’s camps are in great need of adult 
male counselors. Please consider this wonderful opportunity! 

In September I traveled to Washington, D.C. for two days of workshops put on by the General 
Board of Church & Society. Our faith demands that we stand in support of our government when 
it is doing what we believe is right and that we stand just as firmly in opposition when it is doing 
what we believe is wrong. It is good to know that the United Methodist Church has a presence on 
Capitol Hill. 

In November a number of us gathered at Green Lake for The Culture of the Call event. A time 
when we were reminded how important it is to share our “Call” with one another, especially 
young people who might be considering ministry as a vocation. We heard wonderful stories of 
“Call” to ministry from various ethnic traditions; Korean, Hispanic, African-American, Hmong, 
and Filipino. We heard how the Call comes for some early in life and for others later in life. We 
heard how the Call comes to Deacons and to Local Pastors. We talked about the reality of the cost 
of a seminary education and how we might better financially help those entering into ordained 
ministry. All of us were left with the question, “How will you use the faith you’ve found to re-
shape the world around you?” 

In March we welcomed yet another new group to the Lay Ministry Academy. We heard again 
wonderful stories of how our laity do ministry in their daily lives. We heard the remarkable story 
of how two lay-women in the Dakotas started a new Methodist Church which is thriving today. 
Folks, if your church hasn’t yet sent anyone to the Lay Academy you need to make that happen! 
The next session is in October and new people are welcome to join in the journey. It can be a life-
changing experience. 

Just two weeks ago we saw the first fruits of the Ministry in the City project as more than twenty 
people came together to tear down a garage that was in danger of collapsing. On June 28th we will 
begin construction of a new garage. This housing initiative combines the talents of both Metro 
North and Metro South and we need the help of every church in these districts. To think that we 
can rebuild not a garage but a neighborhood is a daunting task and it requires more than just 
building skills. We need to develop relationships with the people in this neighborhood and of 
course we need your financial support as well. So often we throw up our hands because the task is 
too great. This is the opportunity to use our connection to do together what we can’t do alone. 
Metro churches…if you aren’t part of this yet…get your act together!  

Finally last fall I had the joy of joining my District Superintendent, Dan Schwerin, at a number of 
Charge Conferences around the District. Now you and I both know that Charge Conferences as a 
rule fall somewhere just below the annual church rummage sale when it comes to exciting possi-
bilities. So I have to tell about the wonderful evening I had at Our Lord’s United Methodist 
Church in New Berlin. You see, they had invited everyone to come dressed as their favorite bibli-
cal character. It changed the whole atmosphere of what a Charge Conference oftentimes looks 
like and I told them that I was going to tell everyone about what I saw that night so there you have 
it. Good job, Our Lords! 

(sheri)      Faith Alive! Is another vital ministry in the Wisconsin Conference.  On your tables, you 
have found pads of paper which tell some of our journey. The books listed on the back of each 
sheet are among some read by senior seminarians. Our weekend sessions are challenging and 
rewarding. We have completed 2 years of the 3 year program of intense study and ministry.  This 
past year we have experienced, rural, urban, and suburban ministry studies.  Most recently we 
have been enriched by persons in ministry from Solomon Community, Northcott Neighborhood, 
UM Children’s Services, Milwaukee Native American Ministries, and a UCC congregation near 
Chicago. We have been changed.  The claim of Christ on our lives has become more clear and 
immediate.  We are energized.  We are spirit filled.  We are on the move!!  Dates for the begin-
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ning of another 3 year class are on the scratch pads. 

(andy)     It seems every time I come before you my personal life is a mess! Two years ago it was 
just the idea of becoming a Conference Lay Leader and wondering what in the world I had gotten 
myself into. Last year I was facing the first pastoral change in our congregation in over fourteen 
years and wondering what that would be like and how it would impact my staff position as a dis-
cipleship minister. Now I stand here for the last time, weeks away from beginning an appointment 
at Faith United Methodist Church in Milwaukee as a Supply Pastor. I guess that’s an occupational 
hazard of this position and Jane Daniels, I know that you know what I am talking about! 

So I’ve spent every waking moment of the last month or two trying to get books read and papers 
written in preparation for heading off to Licensing School next month. One of the books I’ve had 
to spend quite a little time with is our Book of Disciple. Now again, I’m too new at this to know 
which parts are absolutely essential and must be followed to the letter and which parts are read in 
tandem with a wink of the eye. 

As I think about our upcoming General Conference I want to share this sentence which is found in 
the preamble to the Constitution in the Book of Disciple. “The church of Jesus Christ exists in and 
for the world, and its very dividedness is a hindrance to its mission in that world.” I would im-
plore all our delegates both lay and clergy to remember those words as they prepare to do the 
work of the church and that they seek to move beyond any differences that exist to seek unity, 
understanding that unity does not mean uniformity. To treat one another with respect at all times 
and to love one another as Christ loves each one of us.  

In closing I want you to hear these words from Melvin West about how we measure the quality of 
our work and of our lives: 

It has been said that the quality of a nation is not to be measured by its gross national product, by 
the size of its military or the number of its victories, by the grandeur of its cities, by the scientific 
achievements of its universities…or by any other such measure. The quality of a nation is to be 
measured simply by observing how it treats its children, its invalids, its elderly, its poor, and those 
in prison. That alone measures the quality of a nation. 

It is equally true that the quality of a religion, of a denomination, is not to be measured in the 
grandeur of its churches, the value of its stained glass, the number of pipes in its pipe organs, the 
size of its budgets, the pulpit prestige of its ministers or the size of its membership. 

The quality of a denomination is not to be measured by how well it sings the Hallelujah Chorus…
but in how well it hears and responds to the cry of a dying child in a faraway land. 

The quality of a denomination is not to be measured in how good, upright and law-abiding are its 
members…but in how it ministers to those in prison. 

The quality of a denomination is not to be measured in how well dressed are its members at a 
worship service…but in their generosity in clothing the naked of the world. 

The quality of a denomination is not to be measured in the size and value of the homes in which 
its members live…but in what they are doing to make certain that the rest of the world is decently 
housed. 

The quality of a denomination is not to be measured in how many of its members tithe their in-
come…but by what they do with their total income. 

The quality of a denomination is not to be measured in the quality of health care it provides for its 
pastors…but in what they are doing to provide health care for all. 

The quality of a denomination is not to be measured by what its preachers say about poverty…but 
by what the poor say about the denomination. 

The quality of a denomination is not to be measured by the amount of food on the table at a pot-
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luck dinner…but by who is really invited to come to the table. 

The quality of a denomination is not to be measured by the beauty of its sanctuaries and stained 
glass…but by the beauty of its spirit. 

The measuring stick of Jesus was simply…what have you done about the poor, the naked, the 
lonely, the sick, the hungry and the imprisoned. Nothing else was mentioned and nothing else is 
as important. 

(sheri)Look around you!  What do you see?  I see people called by Christ and committed to living 
out that call in this Annual Conference and in the world.  The paths we take reflect our own per-
sonal journeys.  All of us sitting at table together in this room are partners in bringing the good 
news of God’s love through Jesus Christ to the world.  Let us remember to also do the same with 
each other! 

Shalom, 

Sheri Graeber and Andy Oren 

MESSAGE OF THE DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENTS 
Bishop Sharon Rader and members and friends of the Annual Conference, it is an honor to share 
with you the common experience and vision in Wisconsin Conference Cabinet.  

Sometimes people ask of superintendents about whether they enjoy their work. I think I speak for 
all of us when I say that our answers are mixed but that the joys far out weigh the difficulties. One 
of the privileges I have personally enjoyed is “working together” with clergy friends and laity in 
the Conference.  

We see of health in our churches. They are open to change. They are reaching out to know and to 
serve their neighborhoods. Their outreach is not only local community but global/ connectional. 
They are encouraging and training laity to claim and to use their gifts in ministry. They deal with 
conflict in healthy ways. They have effective pastoral leadership as well as a strong and broad 
base of lay leadership. Churches that are experiencing growth are drinking from the deep well of 
living water; they have a passion for Jesus; and they are willing to take risks for the sake of gos-
pel.  

Since focused with clergy orders, clergy is talking about better relationship each other and moti-
vated toward the spiritual formation among them. As we look out upon our conference we see 
pastors and laity who rarely are recognized in any public way. We see persons who put the mis-
sion of the church before their personal preferences and comforts. We see them giving generously 
of their gifts every day. Thanks be to God for them.   

Wisconsin demography has changed, and our way of looking at a world of religious, cultural, and 
ethnic difference must now begin to catch up with those changes. To our mind our church is miss-
ing the critical analysis of the changing demography of Wisconsin. It is missing the critical analy-
sis of the global currents of culture and religious change that have come with this new geo-
cultural reality.  

There are no alternatives, no exit, no freedom of choice and no escape. Whether we like it or not, 
we have to breathe and work if we wish to survive and faithful in this market place. There are 
invisible rules and regulations when one wants to play in this common play ground. 

As we reflect our long declining statistics, in congregations, the tendency has been to put more 
emphasis on retaining present members than on recruiting new members. United Methodists have 
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consistently excelled at retention. This is not surprising since most congregations work harder to 
please present members than to attract new ones. It is recruitment where we fall short. We, as 
members of Cabinet, wonder about primary emphasis needing to change. Recruitment and 
reaching our un-churched people must be primary, retention secondary. The starting congrega-
tions needs to no longer be pitted against the needs of existing congregations, but be seen as cen-
tral to the mission of existing congregations.  

We constantly equip our selves for developing new faith community in all different forms and 
places, continued commitment to minister more racially and ethnically diverse community 
through New Faith Academy. We experience some of cultural change slowly to high expecta-
tions for new faith community development. Many communities are engaging now for new 
church start-ups and Menesha Family Church, Green Bay St. Paul Hmong ministry, and Green 
Bay Peace Hispanic ministry are underway and many areas are actively involved for new faith 
community development. 

Since Bishop Rader invited all of the churches to join Advent Study for facing the sin of racism, 
remembering Rev. Grace Imathiu’s bible study to challenge to each person for racial diversity in 
last year, we continually engaged “unlearning racism” during the year. Joan Deming and Debora 
Thompson’s leadership allowed further training with a commitment to engage the annual confer-
ence, local churches, and the wider community in the dismantling of racism and white privilege. 
It is important that we also celebrate the gains we are making and share our stories so that others 
may be inspired and given ideas for their congregations. Until all are welcome in our church 
community, we have not lived up to the gospel.  

Our church in Wisconsin is a symphony orchestra, sounding not unison, but in harmony, with all 
the distinctive tones of our many cultures. As in an orchestra, every type of instrument has its 
specific timbre and tonality, founded in it substance and form; as every type has its appropriate 
theme and melody in the whole symphony, so in society each ethnic and racial group are the 
natural instrument, its spirit and culture are its theme and melody, and the harmony and disso-
nances and discords of them all make the symphony of heavenly sound. The range and variety of 
the harmonies in Wisconsin may become wider and richer and more beautiful. But the question 
is, do we want such a society and are we fine with change? How do we form and nurture a 
church together out of all this diversity? We know, of course, that disharmony and even cacoph-
ony is part of the noise of diversity. The work of God’s people requires revisiting and reclaiming 
the vision and energy of God’s kin-dom in every generation and with every new arrival. Perhaps 
we need to stretch our imagination to something more akin to jazz, for in jazz “playing is the 
writing.” And because it is not all written out, it requires even more astute attention to the music 
of each instrument, it requires collaboration and invention among the players. Learning to hear 
the musical lines of our neighbors, each individual is the test of LOVE in God.   

The Cabinet is working with you, and during this year, we have listened to the music of God. In 
the beginning our Cabinet formed psalm prayer together led by Lynn Scott which is; 

“ O God, who is  

Gracious, Creator, Comfort, Mystery, Holy, Poor, Liberator, Revealed through Wis-
consin folks, Demanding, Challenging, Loving, Light, Unscheduled- 

“People are watching us as we stay at our post”- 

God calls us to be in ministry in the city and beyond, 

To learn from the models of inner city life- 

God calls us to be honest with each other and with those 

With whom we work- 
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God calls us to have our actions and words be integrous- 
God calls us to embody hope from us and within us- 

God calls us to assist with order in the church so that ministry may be done more faithfully- 

God calls us to be transformed by lone voices and to transform those who are not awak-
ened-  

God calls us to live in and be witness in the love of Jesus Christ- 

God calls us not to be anxious and stay in God’s embrace. 

Therefore, we will have the courage to be- 

                 We will be hopeful- 

                 We will remained faithful and not give up- 
                 We will reach beyond ourselves- 

                 We will offer ourselves as living sacrifices- 

                 We will gain strength from each other- 

                 We will relate and be present to the Gospel in the world- 

Therefore, we claim our ministry is God and not ours. 

                                                                                  So be it.” 

As we reflect on our work in light of current reality we are ever aware that we live by God’s 
grace, and that it is only by this grace that we have the courage to do anything at all. 

With faith in God we can neither reject nor negate the reality but go through in overcoming it. 
Changing and improving this reality is our common calling for us.  Our hope is fixed on Jesus 
Christ, not circumstances. We live by faith,, not by sight. Let us build the hope of cooperation 
among all people where we could maximize our Christian formation, reaching out to new people 
and living in solidarity. Yes, God creates history and history makes the human condition. Once 
again the people must come back to the main stage to participate in God’s history in Wisconsin, 
which could make a different human condition- United Methodists in Wisconsin those who are 
together stretching in God’s Kin-dom. For our vital future, it is not possible to “go it alone” in the 
kind of world in which we live, for there is no such thing as “alone.” As Wisconsin United Meth-
odists our futures are inextricably linked.  

We wish to express our deep appreciation for Bishop Sharon Rader. We are deeply grateful for 
her servant leadership, her love to the church, and her strong commitment to the gospel of Jesus 
Christ. 

By Hee-Soo Jung, Dean of the Cabinet, Wisconsin 
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BOARD OF CAMP AND RETREAT MINISTRIES 
Introductory Comments: 
“Throughout our Christian heritage, people of God have heard the call to seek a ‘place apart’ to 
encounter God and center their lives around Jesus Christ and the power of the Holy Spirit.  The 
purpose of the Board of Camp and Retreat Ministries is to support the local church by providing 
an open door into the Christian life and United Methodist tradition using year-round outdoor set-
tings for extended experiences of spiritual growth and discipleship.” 

The above purpose was approved as a part of the BCRM strategic plan in January 1998.  It is used 
to inform and direct the Board as we look forward to the vision of the new millennium and how 
camp and retreat ministries will shape lives, grow Christians, and interact with the church of the 
21st century. 

Highlights and Accomplishments of the Past Year: 
2002 was a busy year for Camp and Retreat Ministries.  Nearly 2,000 campers attended the sum-
mer camp programs sponsored by BCRM and, over the course of the year, over 12,000 guests 
came to one of our four Sites (or were a part of the off-site program).   

The Fund for Discipleship has provided much needed funding for building on the Sites. A Service 
of Consecration and Ribbon-Cutting was held October 5, 2002, with Bishop Sharon Zimmerman 
Rader speaking, for the official opening of the Lakeview Retreat Center at Pine Lake Camp. Pro-
jects for Whispering Pines and Byron Center are to be started in 2003, to complete our improve-
ments from the Fund for Discipleship. We continue to be grateful for the strong support that 
Camp and Retreat Ministries receives from the Wisconsin Annual Conference. 

Lake Lucerne Camp and Retreat Center completed various remodeling projects during 2002 in-
cluding remodeling of various Dellwood cabins and the Hillcrest bathrooms, and a new road to 
the beach. 

BCRM hired the consulting firm, Kaleidoscope, Inc. to assess our Sites, programs, and finances 
during the summer of 2002.  Mike Ford, consultant, visited each of the Sites and sent a survey to 
1000 people in the fall.  A complete report can be read at the Camping Office.  The assessment 
showed a strong program, reasonable finances, average Conference financial support, and a high 
level of participation as a percentage of Conference membership, the highest level for a Confer-
ence that Kaleidoscope has assessed. 

The Board was very pleased and plans to implement various recommendations including modi-
fied “niche” camping for the Sites. 

The camps continue to welcome and appreciate the many church work groups, who help to extend 
the use of our apportionment and user fee dollars.  Churches and groups may call the Site Direc-
tors to volunteer their time and discover what camp projects may be available. 

Camp and retreat ministry within Wisconsin is, for the most part, based at the four beautiful Sites 
owned and operated by the Conference. Our four Site Directors during 2002 were: Byron Pegram 
at Byron Center, Dan Hornickel at Pine Lake, Sandy Garrett at Whispering Pines, and Brad 
Sherman at Lake Lucerne.  Visit the Camping and Retreat Ministries website at www.
WisconsinUMC.org/camps .  Pages for each Site as well as the camping booklet and registrar's 
report can be viewed. 

Plans for the Coming Year: 
Service and ministry to Wisconsin United Methodist local churches remain the top priorities of 
BCRM.  We plan for those priorities in many and varied ways.  First is the careful management of 
our four Sites so that they are available as places of retreat on a year-round basis.  Summer camp 
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experiences for children, youth, and adults are a major focus and commitment for BCRM.  Over 
100 camp possibilities are highlighted in our Summer Camp Booklet and Special Needs brochure.  
Registrations begin immediately after potential campers receive booklets so we are certain that 
needs are being met for thousands of United Methodists in local churches around the state. 

Feedback from campers around the state provides important evaluation for BCRM and opportuni-
ties to learn and shape new programs.  We hope that in 2003 you will provide feedback to help 
BCRM shape a better ministry. 

Rev. Dick Hartlerode, Chairperson 
Nancy M. Deaner, Camping and Retreat Ministries Coordinator 
 

BOARD OF CONGREGATION AND PARISH DEVELOPMENT 

The Board of Congregation and Parish Development encourages and supports the development of 
healthy ministries that seek to grow and make disciples. 

Principle to our ministry are the following core values: 

1 Spiritual Grounding is the cornerstone of all we do 
2 We are in service to Local Congregations and Ministries 
3 We strive to Awaken Congregations’ calls to Ministry 
4 We maintain a spirit and willingness to “blaze new territory” 
5 Discipleship/Leadership Development Statement 
6 The Lord continually calls us to Higher Ground, Greater Ministry 

The Board of Congregation and Parish Development(C&PD) began as a Board in July of 2000.  
Combining the functions of the former Parish and Community Development and Congregational 
Committee, we constantly seek clarity in the ways we can serve and minister to our Annual Con-
ference.  We are blessed with a full-time Staff Resource person, Don Mendenhall.  We continu-
ally grow in our ministry(s) together and have defined five major areas of focus:  

1 New Faith Starts 
2 Revisioning 
3 Missional Church Support 
4 Racial Ethnic Ministries 
5 Recruit and equip Congregational Developers 

We recognize the vital leadership role we are called to fulfill, not only in function, but also in 
style.  We are striving to seek accountability from those with whom we partner and serve, more 
from connection and service than from mere process and form.  We jointly challenge and assess 
passion, readiness and capacity.  This includes local congregations and ministries, districts, the 
Cabinet, and other conference agencies and functions.  Ultimately, we all must discern and be-
come Who God Calls Us to Be, in Ministry and Discipleship. 

FUNCTIONAL MINISTRY AREA RESTRUCTURING 
In the spirit of discerning how to effectively function together and to best fulfill our callings to 
serve and minister to our Conference, the Board has recently adopted a new structure. 
The Board has identified the following areas of focus: 

1 Revisioning 
2 Mission Churches 
3 New Faith Starts 
4 Leadership Development 
5 Finance 
6 Property 
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Each task group is led by a convener, and is made up of Board, and possibly non-Board, members 
who are recruited to fulfill identified needs.  The Board’s Executive Committee and Staff support 
task groups.  Task groups meet as necessary to function efficiently and will be provided training 
in the first quarter of 2003. 

The board as a whole meets on a quarterly basis with emphasis on Task Group identified and led 
agenda.  This clearly takes the Board in the direction of being a “working board” and necessitates 
the enrollment, training and development of “Congregational Developers”. 

NEW FAITH STARTS (NFS) 
C&PD continues to grow in its approach to NFS.  Rather than identify a demographic hot spot 
and proceed with “planting” a new church, local congregations are made aware of ministry oppor-
tunities and challenged to consider involvement.  A local congregation or group of congregations 
will take the lead in developing new ministries, with the help and facilitation of C&PD.   

As congregations Revision, they will self-identify ministry opportunities to pursue.   This is prov-
ing to be a preferential strategy to New Ministry formation, in that people closest to their commu-
nities and ministry opportunities discern and activate New Faith formation. 

The New Ministry Start Academy successfully commenced in 2002.  This is equipping clergy and 
lay to better understand and execute New Faith formation.  We recognize NFS may initially take 
longer to birth, but believe this approach will, over time, be more effective and successful. 

Don Mendenhall, stimulating interest in NFS, facilitating multiple windshield tours, and congre-
gations pastors/lay missioners initiating on their own; have provided examples like Neenah-
Menasha, Mukwonago, Western suburban Kenosha, Cottage Grove, Somerset, Verona, Green 
Bay (Hispanic), Green Bay Hmong, Whitewater Hispanic, Mosinee, and Black Earth/Mazomanie/
Mounds Creek. 

REVISIONING 
Active Revisioning continues with C&PD trained and sponsored consultants.  Seven congrega-
tions participated in Revisioning, and follow-up consulting was provided to eight previously revi-
sioned congregations.  Additionally, the team is pursuing a regional approach in five areas.  

C&PD recognizes no one model best serves all situations, and continually pursues strategies that 
best fit the congregation being served.  A fund is established to provide seed money for new min-
istries resulting from Revisioning.  Some funds are made available for Revisioning.   Percept con-
tinues to be our primary demographic provider and has proven to be effective.  We need to con-
tinually build our consultant team with active recruiting, training and leadership development. 

We provide Congregational Development support in various ways, and the CP&D coordinator 
made 147 personal contacts with local congregations and leadership groups.  Additionally, the 
trained consultants make numerous contacts.  

MISSIONAL CHURCH SUPPORT 
C&PD continues to financially support Missional Congregations, as reflected in the financial sec-
tion.  We are challenged with how to best serve these congregations and ministries, beyond just 
financial support.  We are also challenged with stewardship questions.  We have committed to 
conscientiously assess the effectiveness of Missional Church Support expenditures and may dra-
matically reduce or eliminate certain support.  

 ETHNIC MINORITY MINISTRIES 
We identified a need to provide support to the existing Ethnic Minority Congregations and Minis-
tries, and opportunities within our Conference.  We continue to pursue and grow in our effort to 
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serve a growing ethnic minority population in our Conference.  Our Board is blessed with strong 
ethnic leadership.   

We are currently actively working with the following: 

1 Hispanic Plan (Green Bay Hispanic) 
2 El Buen Pastor 
3 Church of the Good Hope 
4 Green Bay Hmong, St Paul’s 
5 El Buen Samaritano 
6 CETA 
7 New London 
8 Henderson Ave., Beloit 

NEW FAITH BUILDERS CALL 
The 2001 Annual Conference approved a resolution authorizing C&PD to seek funding from our 
Conference, specifically for the formation of New Ministries.  The first call was made in January 
of 2003, and will primarily support the Family Church in Menasha sponsored by First Neenah. 

MILESTONE EVENT 
C&PD provided leadership in developing the Milestone Event.  This will test the climate for Con-
gregational Development and provide valuable feedback for our strategy and approach in the fu-
ture. 

As a result of the Milestone Event, the Chippewa and Heartland Districts co-sponsored an event 
entitled “Faithful Living, Healthy Congregations.”  The Board assisted and supported this event.  
Follow-up events have taken place with additional ones being planned. 

FINANCIAL SUPPORT 
In addition to the financial support referenced in the Missional Support section, C&PD approves 
apportionment adjustments, and provides loans from the Revolving Loan Fund.  We are better 
using these relationships to provide other Congregational Development opportunities. 

C&PD has provided leadership, challenge and support in the following: 

1 Liaisons for each Missional Church 
2 Regional Ministry  
3 Revisioning Consultation 
4 Seed money for Revisioning-derived new ministries 
5 Financial support to Missional Congregations 
6 Assistance with New Faith Community development 
7 Provided extensive leadership in local, district and conference events 

We are no longer “central planning” new ministry starts.  New starts begin with local church in-
volvement and commitment.  We help “awaken” and equip congregations to be in greater minis-
try.  This occurs with cooperative efforts between C&PD, the Cabinet and other agencies. 

Goals for 2004 
We need to continually identify ways for our congregations to become healthier and more vital. 
We then match available resources to capitalize on appropriate opportunities.  

1 Build stronger trust with local congregations. 
2 Assist districts with their respective Congregational Development efforts. 
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3 Solidify the Ethnic Minority focus by working cooperatively with other Agencies and 
resources from within and outside our Conference 

4 Pursue implementation of the Hispanic Plan 
5 Revision eight congregations 
6 Continually support previously revisioned congregations 
7 Continue the New Faith Startup Academy.  Maintain ten to twenty New Faith 

Startup leaders. 
8 Two New Faith Builders Calls 
9 Actively support and participate in three new Ministry Starts 
10 Continue growth and connection with Missional Congregations 
11 Utilize our Revolving Loan Fund 

 

We are committed to find ways to better serve our Ethnic Minority congregations.  We believe 
this necessitates cooperative efforts from many resources from within our Conference.   

1 We have a direction and are beginning to work on specific action plans in coordination 
with other agencies.  Develop an Urban Network Ministry context. 

2 Pursue ways to provide effective Ministry in transitional neighborhoods and perform 
research outside of our Conference. 

3 Continue to introduce new forms of ministry.  An example is closing an existing loca-
tion(s) and developing a New Faith Start in a non-conventional facility(s).  

4 Pursue a Conference-wide Town and Country strategy.  Our staff person is already at 
work with a new Milwaukee Urban Strategy, called “Ministry in the City.” 

5 Recruit and enroll Congregational Developers (both lay and clergy). 

Dan Zei, Chairperson 
 

BOARD OF DISCIPLESHIP 
Introductory Comments 
The mission of the Board of Discipleship is to: 

Assist congregations in making disciples of Jesus Christ. 

Linkage between the General Board of Discipleship, Districts and local congregations. 

Encourage and coordinate the ministries of the Board of Discipleship. 

Plan and administer the Board of Discipleship budget, supporting the work of the committees and 
making grants to projects sponsored by local churches and districts. 

Annual Conference advocate for the needs of local churches.  

Annual Conference linkage for groups involved in making disciples including Lay Witness Mis-
sion, United Methodist Men, United Methodist Women, Wisconsin Aldersgate Renewal Minis-
tries. 

Promote and support Conference-wide discipleship ministries. 

These goals are accomplished primarily by the work of several committees of the Board. 

Highlights and Accomplishments 
The Board continues to struggle with how to best do the work of the Board in a meaningful way 
to serve local churches. The high expectations for the sidewalk Sunday School in Milwaukee did 
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not wok out as hoped for a several of reasons. It is hoped that in another year we can find a person 
or persons who can take this on as a project. It has great potential, but needs a person or persons 
to lead it. The Metro District office has the information and is interested in making it go.   

Most of the work of the Board continues to be done by the several committees. Their reports fol-
low. 

Plans for the Coming Year 
We will continue to resource local congregations in the areas under our jurisdiction. We will en-
deavor to improve communications among the Board and the local churches of the conference 
using the resources of the Conference. We intend to concentrate on one or two major projects 
rather than multiple. We will be giving major support in the revitalization of the United Christian 
Resource Center.  

Robert Spinti, Chairperson 

Children’s Ministry 
Highlights and Accomplishments 

1. The Sidewalk Sunday School was one of the major projects of the past year. It did not 
work out as hoped and needs to find some new to take it on a project. It has great poten-
tial. All materials and records are in the Metro District Office. Unexpended funds are in 
the Conference Treasurers office. On national basis virtually all these programs are run 
by volunteers.  

2. Ten persons attended the national Christian Educators event with assistance form the 
Education Committee. 

Plans for the Coming Year 
An exciting program will be taking place at Lucerne in September. It is based on a successful pro-
gram in the Northern Illinois Conference. It is program based on the rotation curriculum from 
Cokesbury and is for children living in areas that have a great deal of conflict. 

Richard Whitaker, Conference Children’s Coordinator 

Education 
Highlights and Accomplishments 
The committee provided financial assistance for ten people to attend the national Christian Educa-
tor’s event. 

It provided assistance for persons to be trained as DISCIPLE leaders.  

It provided financial assistance to the United Christian Resource Center. 

The committee continues to sponsor the Donna Webb Award for excellence in Christian Educa-
tion. 

Income for projects comes from the Christian Education Sunday Offering. We continue to strug-
gle with effective ways to promote this program. Promotional costs have taken a high percentage 
of the receipts because there is no General Church promotional help. Our larger goal is to have 
churches place a growing emphasis on the need for Christians to learn in order to keep the cove-
nant as disciples of Jesus Christ. 
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Plans for the Coming Year 
1 Continue the development of a new education web site to include links for ideas and 

support. 

2 Revitalize the Side Walk Sunday School. 

3 Sponsor Richard Gensler from the General Board of Discipleship. He will be leading a 
workshop on “Older Adult Ministries for the 21st Century.”  It will be held September 
22 in Mosinee and September 23 in Whitefish Bay. 

Paul Ketterer, Chair 

Evangelism 
Highlights and Accomplishments 
The Pillars of Excellence program for local churches was distributed at last Annual Conference. 

Much time this past year was spent in training committee members in the area of evangelism and 
leadership. 

There were many applications for the Denman Award – more than in recent years. There was con-
fusion about last years award but that problem has been resolved. 

Several members of the committee have been involved in promoting the Alpha program. The re-
gional director made a presentation made a presentation in the Conference and at least nine people 
form the Annual Conference have shared and begun implementing the program in their local 
churches. One lay leader attended and oriented her new pastor to the program. They implemented 
the program and the pastor and congregation developed better relationships. 

The committee has begun to network with the Foundation for Evangelism through the regional 
director. This group can be a good resource for congregations in our Conference. 

Plans for the coming Year 
1 Get the Pillars of Excellence program on line as well as other resources for local 

churches. 
2 Offer a training network to local churches and districts. 
3 Continue to honor local evangelism through the Denman Award. 
4 Network local and regional evangelism leaders. 
5 Facilitate Alpha training courses in the Conference 

Rick Kindschi, Chair 

Spiritual Formation 
Highlights and Accomplishments 
The committee continues to sponsor the Five Day Academy for Spiritual Formation. 

This was the third year of the Three Year Covenant Community program. 

Plans for the Coming Year 
Continue sponsorship of the Five Day Academy for Spiritual Formation. 

Evaluate the continuation of the Three Year Covenant Community program. 

Welcome a new chair of the committee and perhaps new ideas for spiritual formation. 

Gerry Harrison, Chair 
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Stewardship 

Highlights and Accomplishments 
The committee concentrated on helping local churches on a one on one basis. 

Four local churches requested and received scholarship help with the Consecration Sunday Pro-
gram. 

Members of the committee did four other Consecration Sunday Programs. Each of these churches 
reported increased giving. 

Eight other local churches received help from committee members. 

Plans for the Coming Year 
Continue to offer one-on-one help to local churches. 

Continue scholarship help for the Consecration Sunday Program. 

Assist in bringing Dr. Douglas Meeks of Vanderbilt University to lead a seminar on God’s New 
Economy. It is scheduled for September, 2003. 

We are working on development of a CD with stewardship helps to be sent to local churches. 

Jann Brockmann, Chair 

Lay Witness Mission 
Highlights and Accomplishments 
The Lay Witness Mission program operates independent from the Board, but reports to the Con-
ference through this Board. 

Sponsored the Annual Renewal Conference at Green Lake in April with Conference leadership. 

The program offers persons a way to renew their commitment to Jesus Christ and have a small 
group experience. 

Only one local church used the program this past year. 

Plans for the Coming Year 
Sponsor the 2003 Annual Renewal Conference at Green Lake April 25, 26, 27 with Conference 
leadership. 

Have a Lay Witness coordinators conference/retreat. 

Encourage more local churches to use this program to revitalize their laity. 

Jim & Pat Haun, Conference Coordinators 

Wisconsin Aldersgate Renewal Ministries 
Highlights and Accomplishments 
Aldersgate Renewal Ministries is an affiliate member of the General Board of Discipleship and 
thus is also affiliated but independent of the Conference Board. 

Members of the steering committee have been instrumental in organizing and leading annual fall 
retreats focused on the power and work of the Holy Spirit in Wisconsin. 

Coordinated prayer efforts for annual Conference and had a prayer room at Conference. 
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The tenth annual Spiritual Fitness Event was held at Fifth Avenue UMC in West Bend on Sep-
tember 26, 2002. The speaker was Rev. Scott Kelso from Columbus, Ohio 

Had a display table at Annual Conference with information about programs offered through this 
ministry. 

Plans for the Coming  Year 
The Aldersgate United Methodist Conference on the Holy Spirit will be held in Springfield, Illi-
nois July 24, 25, 26, 27. It is close so many from Wisconsin are expected to attend. WARM has 
established the Edna Taylor Memorial Scholarship to assist a family in attendance at this event. 
Edna Taylor was a long time member of the United Methodist Church in Superior and Menomo-
nie. She died just short of her one hundred first birthday and was active in WARM and the Lay 
Witness program. She received the Denman Award many years ago. 

The 2003 Holy Spirit Retreat for Wisconsin will be September 27 at Faith UMC in Neenah. The 
main speaker will be Rev. Sally Havens, Associate Executive Director of Aldersgate Renewal 
Ministries. The theme will be “Guaranteed Forever by the Work of the Holy Spirit.” 

Sue Wilson, Alison to the Board of Discipleship 

BOARD OF GLOBAL MINISTRIES 
Introductory Comments 
1. Accountability 

The Conference Board of Global Ministries has the responsibility for the oversight and the 
coordination of the mission work of the Annual Conference.  The Board, in establishing its 
membership policy, seeks to reflect the diversity of the Annual Conference.  Members are 
selected from each of the districts.  There are also at-large members elected by the Annual 
Conference and by the Board itself.  The Board meets three times annually.  All Board mem-
bers are encouraged to participate in one of the Board’s committees. 

2. Philosophy and Priorities 

The Conference Board of Global Ministries is responsible for maintaining the connectional 
relationship between the General Board of Global Ministries and the Annual Conference.  
The Conference Board sees as one of its priorities the importance of making the mission of 
the General Church real by inspiring, educating, recruiting, training, informing and deploy-
ing persons and congregations for mission and ministry on the local, national and interna-
tional levels. 

3. Information 

The Board of Global Ministries establishes mission priorities and funding procedures, rec-
ommends ministries to be funded through Conference apportionment dollars and designated 
funds, evaluates the impact and effectiveness of those ministries, stimulates local churches to 
be in mission, educates districts and local churches about opportunities and channels for mis-
sion and giving, and provides avenues for hands-on mission efforts.  The Board also has 
oversight responsibilities for segregated funds from gifts and bequests designated to be used 
for mission. 

Highlights and Accomplishments of the Last Year 
1. Health and Welfare Ministries has 11 institutional, mission ministries in Wisconsin  that are 

UMC connected. The Committee has put a major emphasis on re-connecting these ministries 
to the Church and re-connecting the Church to these ministries.  Sheboygan Retirement 
Home has renewed its covenant; 9 of the 11 ministries are in renewed covenant relationships 
with the WI Annual Conference.  The Committee’s budget provides major Conference sup-
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port for Northcott Neighborhood House, United Methodist Children’s Services and the Tran-
sitional Living Project.  The Madison Hospital Chaplaincy also receives support through this 
agency.  The Health and Welfare Committee administered publicity and information about 
the Golden Cross Sunday offering, which reached the highest amount of the past five years 
($22,877).  This Committee has worked to promote the development of Parish Nursing Pro-
grams in local churches and provides an annual retreat for all UMC connected Parish Nurses.  
Another emphasis has been to lift up the awareness of the issues of people with disabilities, 
focusing on the need for accessibility to all people.  14 Local churches requested information 
to do the Accessibility Audit.  The 2002 Lakeside Fund grants were awarded to Northcott 
Neighborhood, United Methodist Children’s Services and Madison Hospital Chaplaincy.   

2. Mission Motivation Committee, in coordination with the Conference Secretary of Global 
Ministries and District Mission Secretaries, educates, encourages, and stimulates mission 
work in the Conference. District Mission Secretaries are responsible for providing training 
for local churches and Districts in the area of mission, and to provide current information on 
mission projects. Mission Motivation coordinates the itineration of mission interpreters in 
our districts. Wisconsin United Methodists contributed more than $950,000 for Advance 
ministries and other benevolences in the year 2002. You can visit the Board of Global Minis-
tries web site, developed under the auspices of Mission Motivation, at www.wisconsinumc.
org/missions. 

3. The Hunger Task Force and Refugee Task Force are subcommittees of Mission Motivation 
and continue to work with districts and local churches to extend the mission work of the 
Conference. 

4. Reconciling Ministries provides funding assistance for seven ecumenical partnerships around 
the state.  These programs reach out to persons in stressed urban areas, persons involved in 
migrant work, prison populations, and other conditions of need.  This committee also sup-
ports the Community of Shalom, Shalom Zone, Inc. linked to Solomon Community Temple 
in Milwaukee, and has recently provided funding for a new Community Developer program 
in Milwaukee.  Members of the committee continue to maintain contact with each of the pro-
grams funded by this agency. 

5. Conference Partnership has organized into two sub-committees: one to focus on our partner 
relationship with the Cuba Methodist Church, the other to focus on our relationship with the 
Rio Grande Conference.  The Cuba Partnership is working with our International Volunteers 
in Mission committee to plan a trip to Cuba in 2004.  The Rio Grande Partnership has estab-
lished a relationship with the Rio Grande Conference, and has helped our National Volun-
teers in Mission committee organize workcamps there. 

6. Volunteers in Mission develops policy, selects work sites, and recruits leadership for short-
term mission projects at Conference, Jurisdictional, national, and international sites.  VIM 
has established National VIM and International VIM divisions within the committee.  VIM 
projects are largely self-funded and continue to grow in size and scope.  In 2002 VIM 
worked in the Ladysmith area following the tornado there in September.  They were also 
involved in rebuilding efforts in Medford.  VIM also continues to train leaders for future 
work camps. 

7. Disaster Response committee conducted training for Disaster Response personnel; coordi-
nated the disbursement of UMCOR disaster relief funds, completed a manual for Disaster 
Relief teams, and responded to the  ecumenical effort for recovery work in Siren following 
the tornado there. 

8. Conference Committee on Missionary Personnel is working to increase the number of 
churches who have Covenant Relationships with missionaries.  They interviewed a candidate 
for mission work.  They are working to determine how to best carry out their mission with 
limited resources available from the General Board of Global Ministries.   David Kinyon 
began his work as chair of this committee in October, 2002. 
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Plans for the Coming Year 
1. Health and Welfare will continue to work with UM related Health and Welfare ministries in 

Wisconsin to assist them in responding to the spiritual needs of their residents/clients/
patients.  The Committee will coordinate publicity for the Golden Cross special offering. 
They will explore ways to encourage local churches to consider the Parish Nurse program as 
an extension of the ministry of the congregation.  They will work to establish a connection 
between all local churches the Health and Welfare ministries in covenant with the Church.  
They will continue to encourage churches to find ways to make facilities more accessible to 
persons with disabilities.  The committee’s vision is: That every local church is assessing, 
understanding, and actively responding to the health & welfare needs of the community in 
which they are located, with the involvement of all members and in partnership with the 
Health & Welfare Ministries of the WI Conference of The United Methodist Church. 

2. The Conference Partnership Committee will continue to explore ways to strengthen relation-
ships with our brothers and sisters in the Rio Grande Conference and the Cuba Methodist 
Church.  Work camps have been organized in Cuba and in the Rio Grande area. 

3. Volunteers in Mission will work with our Partnership Committee to explore the possibilities 
for work-camps in Cuba and the Rio Grande Conference, in addition to several other work-
camp opportunities at state, national, and international sites. 

4. Mission Motivation will invite local churches, through the District Mission Secretaries, to 
host itinerating missionaries as they spend time in Wisconsin during the year. They will con-
tinue to challenge each local church in our conference to participate in at least one Advance 
Special and other special mission projects this year.  The Advance is a channel for second 
mile giving that local churches can use to designate gifts for specific program and mission 
personnel of the General Board of Global Ministries. 

5. A new Wisconsin “People Touching People,” a workbook for mission giving, is planned for 
2004. 

6. Reconciling Ministries will continue to strengthen its connection with and evaluation of the 
various ecumenical ministries receiving support from the committee. 

7. The Conference Committee on Missionary Personnel is working to understand how they can 
best accomplish their work in light of the current financial struggles experienced by the Gen-
eral Board of Global Ministries.  They continue to explore ways to encourage local churches 
to support missionary work through Covenant Relationships.  

8. A new Wisconsin “People Touching People”, a workbook for mission giving is planned for 
2004. 

Jeff Virchow, Chairperson 
 

BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION AND STUDENT MINISTRY 
(BHESM) 

Introductory Comments 
The Book of Discipline charges the BHESM with the general responsibility of interpreting and 
promoting “The United Methodist ministries in higher education that are supported by the general 
Church and those specifically related to the annual conference” (682.4a1).  As agents of the Wis-
consin Conference and the General Church, our mission is to facilitate, nurture, support, and net-
work with campus ministries, campus ministers, Wesley Foundations, United Methodist schools 
and local churches in order to support students in post-secondary education and to develop a new 
generation of Christians committed to faith. 
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Highlights and Accomplishments of the Past Year 
The bulk of our apportioned dollars is used to fund student ministries.  The year 2002 was the 
fourth year of our Board’s grant process.  We granted $110,000 to nine campus ministries includ-
ing La Crosse, Madison, Menomonie, Milwaukee, Platteville, Ripon, River Falls, Stevens Point, 
and Whitewater.  As has been true each year, requests for funding support far exceeds our budg-
eted dollars.  

One story of how our ministry is supporting local churches is from the United Methodist Church 
at Whitewater.  Because of monies granted by our Board, this United Methodist Church is able to 
provide a weekly meal that is attracting between 300 and 320 college students.  Staff and volun-
teers from First United Methodist Church interact and form connections with the students.  These 
students are also providing a Sunday morning worship service for the members and friends of 
First United Methodist Church of Whitewater. 

Strengthening relationships, resourcing local churches and increasing visibility for our Board and 
our campus ministries has been done by getting information about campus ministries and scholar-
ships in the hands of local church pastors, students, and parents of students through our mailing 
promotions, and a display table at Annual Conference.   

Our Board also relates to North Central College and is represented on our Board by staff member, 
Leslie Moore.  In 2002 our Conference gave $15,000 to North Central, all of which was used for 
the College’s financial assistance program. 

Plans for the Coming Year 
The goals of our Board for the coming year include:  1) being responsible stewards of the money 
we have to fund campus ministries; 2) working to acquire Wesley Foundation funds from individ-
ual campus ministries that are from sale of Wesley properties as per a motion of the CF&A in 
November, 2002; 3) expanding our support for campus ministries financially and being a resource 
for expanding the networking of our campus ministers; 4) exploring other sources of funding 
(namely support from local United Methodist Churches and personal gifts from individuals with 
passion for campus ministry) to better support our campus ministries; 5) strengthening our rela-
tionship with colleges supported by our Annual Conference (specifically North Central College 
and Wiley College); 6) encouraging and resourcing local United Methodist Churches in ways to 
support their local campus ministry and make United Methodism a more visible presence on our 
campuses.           

Jenny Arneson, Chairperson 
 

BOARD OF LAY MINISTRY 
The Lay Ministry Academy began its fifth 3-session series in which persons have been equipped 
for more effective ministries in their churches and communities.  Kim (Eiken) Long assumed the 
role of Dean of the Lay Ministry Academy and along with the leadership team is visioning next 
steps in this vital program. 

Faith Alive! enrolled 16 participants in a three-year study and reflection on Theology, The Bible, 
and Ministry in Today’s World.  This more intensive course of study was developed as a request 
from Lay Ministry Academy participants.  Instructors to date include Barbara Troxell, Jack Mur-
taugh, Dan Dick, Barbara Miller, Bishop Sharon Rader, Pastor Lynn Schreck, Phil Carver, Solo-
mon Community Temple Pastor Kai McClinton along with staff Randy Crump and Marilyn Hig-
gins, and Perry Huyck, UM Children’s Services. Participants have read a total of 8 texts for this 
study, experienced deepened spiritual growth, and increased their outreach into their communi-
ties.  This year participants began the experiential portion of Faith Alive! beginning with a rural 
experience in Eastman in the fall where participants stayed in the homes of local residents and 
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enjoyed worship and a Sunday potluck in the church, and an urban experience in January where 
participants stayed at the Casa Romero retreat center in downtown Milwaukee and explored urban 
ministry sites. Dean Diane Schobert and the leadership team continue their visioning. 

An event gathering past participants of the Lay Ministry Academy entitled Celebration of Minis-
try was held in October to re-energize and re-unite participants as well as plan further direction 
for the Academy.  Culture of the Call event drew leadership team members from past Lay Acad-
emy participants including Associate Conference Lay Leader Andy Oren.  The Conference Lay 
Leader and several other members of the Board of Lay Ministry attended this spirit filled event. 
Participants of Lay Ministry Academy and Faith Alive! have directly resourced local churches by: 

• completing the basic Lay Speaking course. 

• entering into a relationship of encouragement toward ministry with a local univer-
sity student as part of Culture of the Call.   

• began planning a youth ministry in local church 

• answering call toward becoming a local pastor 

• Collectively,  participants have also been involved in faith growing events : 

• Culture of the Call event germinated in the fertile ground of the Lay Ministry 
Academy and Faith Alive! culminating in a spirit filled gathering of laity and 
clergy affirming  ongoing visioning for the Church. 

• Interfaith dialogues among communities of faith to find ways to work together 
cooperatively. 

During the next year, the Board of Lay Ministry will work with Conference to  offer co-leadership 
in training events at both the Conference and District levels; share stories of participants of both 
Lay Ministry Academy and Faith Alive! participants; look for new opportunities to work with 
Culture of the Call events in cooperation with the Cabinet and Conference Outreach Director. 

Sheri Graeber, Conference Lay Leader 
Andy Oren, Associate Lay Leader 
 

BOARD OF ORDAINED MINISTRY 
Introductory Comments 

The Board of Ordained Ministry is accountable to the Clergy Session of the Annual Confer-
ence and the Book of Discipline of the United Methodist Church.  Members of the Board 
are nominated by the Bishop and elected by the Annual Conference.  While clergy persons 
make up a majority of the Board, there are a significant numbers of committed laypersons. In 
addition, one Local pastor and Associate Member are members of the Board with voice but 
without voice. 

The Duties of the Board: 

1 Assume primary responsibility for the recruitment and enlistment of ordained clergy. 

2 To study and interpret the clergy needs and resources of the Annual Conference remem-
bering the inclusive nature of the Church. 

3 To guide candidates for ordained ministry in the process of education, training and ordi-
nation. 
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4 To receive annual reports of each ministerial student enrolled in theological school of 
the Course of Study. 

5 To appoint and train mentors. 

6 To examine all candidates as to their fitness to for the Ordained Ministry and make a 
full inquiry of the candidates for annual election as local pastor or election to probation-
ary membership or election to full conference membership. 

7 The Board interviews and reports recommendations concerning student local pastors, 
certified candidates for ordination as deacons, certified candidates for ordination as eld-
ers, certification as educational persons, changes from effective relation to leave of ab-
sence or retirement, return to effective relation from other relations(honorable location, 
readmission of located persons and persons discontinued from probationary member-
ship, sabbatical leave, incapacity leave, appointment as a student, termination, changes 
to and from less than full time ministry). 

8 The Board cares for the responsibilities related to diaconal ministers and those in candi-
dacy toward consecration. 

9 The Board shall interpret the high ethical standards of the ordained ministry as set forth 
in the Discipline and to study matters pertaining to character. 

10 Using available resources, the Board will support the ordained ministers career develop-
ment.  

11 The Board works diligently to ensure confidentiality in relation to the interview and 
reporting process. 

      The Board of Ordained Ministry has an important role in fulfilling the mission of the Annual 
Conference.   As we assist the Annual Conference in providing clergy spiritual leadership for lo-
cal churches, we require significant funding. 

 
Highlights and Accomplishments of the Past Year 
1 Keith Aurand, Debra Hastings, Rebecca Henry, Hyu-Jae Lee, Kyung Sook Lee,  were Com-

missioned as Probationary Members. 

2 Gary Cole and Brad Van Fossen were recognized as Elders and receive Probationary Mem-
bership in the Wisconsin Conference. 

3 Christal Bindrich, Susan Bresser, Rachel Cobb, Richard Fite, Kelly Fowler, Sandra Hamiton, 
Amy Jameson, Teresa Koca, Deanna Merrit, Wendee Nitz, Jack Starr, Jean Waldron were 
elected as Clergy Members in Full Connection and ordained as Elders. 

4 We celebrated the ministry of the following Elders who retired: David R. Anderson, Nancy 
Bauer-King, Kenneth Boettcher, Robert L. Gossett, Richard H. Jones, Dick Hartlerode, 
David Heckenlively, John R. McBeth, William McBride, Patricia A. Zeally 

5 We also celebrated the ministry of the following local pastors who retired: Bob Maeglin, 
Jean Dee. 

6 We celebrated the ministry of Shirley Clement,  a Diaconal Minister, who retired.  

7 Continued the development of the Order of Deacon and Elders and the Fellowship of Local 
Pastors and Associate members. 

8 Received and approved…Jorge Mayorga was appointed to chair the Task Force established 
at the 2001 Annual Conference (page 19, Volume 1 of the Journal) “to examine our recruit-
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ing, nurturing and retaining vital lay and clergy leadership among Asian Native American, 
African American, and Hispanic/Latino ministries in Wisconsin.” 

9 Sent 24 persons to Exploration 2002. 

 Projections  for the Coming Conference Year 
1 To recruit and screen candidates for the ordained ministry. 

2 Make seminary education and the ordination process more affordable to all persons who are 
called by God. 

3 To support clergy moving into and out of the ordained ministry. 

4 To provide continued professional growth opportunities for deacons and elders in our confer-
ence, local pastors and those seeking certification. 

5 To maintain adequate administrative support for these clergy-related efforts. 

6 Continue to develop the Order of the Elders, Order of the Deacons and the Fellowship of 
Local Pastors. 

7  

Paul Johnsen, Chairperson 
 

CONFERENCE TRUSTEES  
Introductory Comments  
The Conference Board of Trustees is an incorporated body of 12 members, 1/3 laymen, 1/3 lay-
women, and 1/3 clergy, responsible for certain conference investments, conference-owned per-
sonal and real property, insurance, and certain legal matters.   

The decisions of the Trustees are based on The Book of Discipline, state statutes, directives of the 
Annual Conference, and the needs that best serve the teachings of Jesus.  The Trustees serve the 
Conference in an administrative capacity.  

Highlights & Accomplishments  
Pine Lake 
In the fall of 2002, the Trustees strongly prevailed in the lawsuit filed against them regarding Pine 
Lake public access issues.  In response, the Trustees filed a frivolous lawsuit claim against the 
plaintiff and his attorney in an attempt to recover the apportionment dollars spent in defending the 
Trustees in the original lawsuit.  In addition, the Trustees and Board of Camp and Retreat Minis-
tries are taking further actions to ensure that Pine Lake is clearly identified as a public access no-
wake lake in the future  

Episcopal Residence 
The Trustees sold the former Episcopal Residence in Madison on Comanche Way.  The proceeds 
from this sale were deposited in the Episcopal Residence Fund. 

District Superintendent Housing 
The Capital District Superintendent house was sold in the fall of 2002.  This was the last of the 
district superintendent parsonages to be sold.  The sale proceeds were deposited in the Parsonages 
Fund designated account to be used to offset future housing allowances paid to the district super-
intendents.   However, the Trustees have expressed concerns that this fund is being depleted too 
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rapidly since, at the current rate of use, this fund will be completely gone in five to ten years. 

Lake Lucerne Farmhouse 
The Lake Lucerne farmhouse was also sold in 2002. The proceeds from the sale of this property 
were deposited into a Board of Camp and Retreat Ministries designated fund. 

Church Mutual Insurance 
The Trustees requested Church Mutual to provide them with an up-to-date report regarding the 
churches that do are not yet in the conference-wide insurance program with Church Mutual, as 
well as data on claims paid.  Concerns continue to be expressed regarding the increase in premi-
ums this year and the hardship this has placed on some churches.  

Bethany UMC  
The Conference still owns the church property of the former Bethany United Methodist Church, 
which closed on July 1, 2001. The parsonage was sold immediately, but the church has not yet 
been sold.  The church is currently being rented out to a Headstart program, with the income be-
ing used to pay the property taxes, utilities, and maintenance for the building.  The Metro South 
District Office and one of the Racine pastors are currently responsible for overseeing this prop-
erty.  

Cristo En Tu Ayuda UMC 
The church property of the Cristo En Tu Ayuda (CETA) United Methodist Church in Milwaukee 
is also owned by the conference.  The Conference Trustees are working with the church and dis-
trict superintendent to resolve concerns about the condition of the building.  

Conference Center 
The three-year contract for management of the Conference Center building with the Shaw Com-
pany expired in 2002.  After meeting with the President of the Shaw Company, the Trustees ap-
proved a new contract with the Shaw Company to continue to manage the Conference Center 
building. 

The Trustees have approved the replacement of the air conditioning units servicing the Confer-
ence Center, which are over 20 years old and beginning to fail, in the spring of 2003.  They also 
approved replacing the Conference Center’s south-side windows in the spring and the remaining 
sides in the fall of 2003 or spring of 2004. 

Remodeling of the Service Center in the Conference Center was completed in the fall of 2002.  
Remodeling and moving the Wisconsin United Methodist Foundation was completed in early 
2003.  Remodeling and moving of the Archives and minor remodeling of the Finance Office is 
expected to be completed by summer 2003. 

Minimum Standards Program 
The Church Facilities Minimum Standards Program provided $33,440 of funding for the follow-
ing churches in 2002:  Mercer UMC, Rockland UMC, and Eagle UMC.  The Trustees continue to 
receive more applications for funding through this program than is available through apportion-
ment funds.  Therefore, the Trustees requested and received approval to establish this program as 
a Wisconsin Advance. 

Plans for the Coming Year  
The Trustees have worked hard over the years to be of service to both to the Conference Staff and 
local churches and hope to continue in that area of responsibility.  
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COMMISSION ON CHRISTIAN UNITY  
AND INTERRELIGIOUS CONCERNS 

The 2000 Discipline defines the purpose of the Commission on Christian Unity and Interreligious 
Concerns (CCUIC) as twofold:  (1) to advocate and work toward the full reception of the gift of 
Christian unity in every aspect of the Church’s life and (2) to advocate and work for the establish-
ment and strengthening of relationships with other living faith communities (par. 1902).  The 
CCUIC of the Wisconsin Annual Conference seeks to offer ministries for and with Wisconsin 
United Methodists that are consistent with this purpose.  To give some focus to our work, we have 
chosen to work during this quadrennium with the priorities given to the General Commission on 
Christian Unity and Interreligious Concerns at the 2000 General Conference.  These were (1) to 
maintain dialogue on homosexuality in the UMC in the hope of preventing schism because of our 
serious theological and doctrinal differences over this aspect of our life as a church (2) to raise 
awareness of the role racism has played in the division of the church, as the General Commission 
attempted to do with its Act of Repentance for Racism at the 2000 General Conference and (3) to 
promote the common ministries of the nine member denominations of Churches Uniting in Christ 
(CUIC), formerly called the Consultation on Church Union (COCU).   

Highlights of 2002 
A task force from the Commission produced a series of four bulletin inserts that were distributed 
to local churches for suggested use in February, Black History month.  The inserts gave brief his-
tories of three of the CUIC denominations—the African Methodist Episcopal Church (AME), the 
African Methodist Episcopal Church Zion (AMEZ) and the Christian Methodist Episcopal 
Church (CME)—and of the Methodist Central Conference.  The purpose of these inserts was to 
help our members begin to understand how racism has led to disunity in our own communion.    

A second task force of the Commission planned, and then decided to cancel, a conference that 
would have been titled “Dialogue on Sexual Orientation:  Listening to the Voices of the Church.”  
A brief description of this planned event, the reasons for the decision to cancel it, and Commis-
sion’s proposal for an alternative appear in the “Plans for 2003” section of this report.   

At Annual Conference, the Commission hosted a discussion titled “Understanding Islam” which 
featured presentations and responses to questions by U.S. Muslims Mr. Salman Aziz and Mr. 
Christopher Goldsmith.  About 100 people attended.   

The commission supported the work of LARCUM (the Lutheran, Anglican, Roman Catholic 
United Methodist dialogue) with both members and funds in 2002.  It also supported the work of 
the Wisconsin Council of Churches, acting as its advocate with United Methodists.  The chairper-
son of the commission served as a member of the search committee charged with finding a re-
placement for Dr. Jerry Folk, who retired as Executive Director of the Council at the end of 2002.  
In December, Mr. Scott Anderson, Director of the California Council of Churches, accepted the 
invitation of the WCC search committee and Board of Directors to become the Executive Director 
of the Wisconsin Council.  He began his work in Wisconsin on March 1, 2003.  

Plans for 2003 
The CCUIC has three specific goals for 2003:  to produce and distribute a directory of CUIC 
churches to each charge of the Annual Conference, to sponsor and conduct an online dialogue on 
homosexuality and the church, and to host a second interfaith dialogue at Annual Conference, this 
time focusing on the conflict in the Middle East.  We are also beginning to plan regional gather-
ings for AME, AMEZ, CME and UM Christians; we hope these plans will bear fruit in 2004.      

Of these goals, clearly the most difficult to achieve, because it is most controversial and painful, 
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is the dialogue on homosexuality.  The Annual Conference should know something of the back-
ground of the Commission’s proposal for an online dialogue from a letter sent to Conference 
members in March of 2003, but a reprise is also included here.  Beginning in 2001, the Commis-
sion began to invest a great deal of time and energy in trying to implement in Wisconsin the Gen-
eral Commission’s mandate to maintain dialogue on homosexuality without advocating for or 
against a change in the Discipline’s current position that “homosexual persons no less than het-
erosexual persons are individuals of sacred worth” and “the practice of homosexuality is incom-
patible with Christian teaching.”  Early in 2001 a Commission task force began to plan a confer-
ence with the goal of giving fair and equal presentations of several positions from what we 
broadly called the “progressive” point of view which seeks full acceptance of homosexual prac-
tice in the Christian church and from what we broadly called the “classical” point of view that 
support with varying degrees of strength the UM Discipline’s current position.  Nationally known 
scholars and church leaders accepted our invitation to speak at the conference; the proposed Wis-
consin event differed from those of the General Commission to date in that the invited speakers 
came from many Christian traditions, not just the UMC.   

Co-planners of the conference included the Wisconsin Council of Churches, the UW-Madison 
Department of Professional Development and Applied Studies, and the Lutheran Campus Center 
(ELCA).  The Wisconsin Annual Conference, the Wisconsin UM Foundation, the GCCUIC, and 
the Wisconsin Council of Churches were financial sponsors.  The conference was planned for 
October, 2002.  It would have featured four presentations by pairs of speakers, one from a pro-
gressive and one from a classical point of view, with each presentation followed by moderated 
roundtable discussions by participants.  The conference was also to have included a panel of six 
speakers reflecting on ways of living together with our differences in Christian communities and a 
series of workshops with the keynote speakers.   

The conference encountered both support and opposition from the gay and lesbian Christian com-
munity as soon as plans for it were made public.  The planning task force, in collaboration with 
the UW-Madison, the Wisconsin Council of Churches, and Bishop Sharon Rader, attempted to 
address the concerns of conference opponents without compromising on the principle of provid-
ing a forum for dialogue in which very different points of view would be presented on an equal 
footing.  Our attempts were appreciated by conference opponents, but did not lead to a willing-
ness to support or participate in the conference.   

In July, 2002, the task force decided to cancel the conference after the withdrawal in June of one 
of the keynote speakers, Marilyn Alexander of the Reconciling Ministries Network in the UM 
church.  She withdrew because she believed that the design of the conference and the expressed 
views of two of the speakers would make violence against homosexual people more likely.  As 
we reflected and tried to come to terms with Marilyn Alexander’s decision not to participate in 
the conference, it seemed to us that her decision was symptomatic of an unwillingness among 
other progressive United Methodists to promote or participate in renewed dialogue on homosexu-
ality together with, in particular, widely known advocates in the church and academia today for 
the view that same gender sexual love stands in contradiction to essential ethical and religious 
principles.  We felt we could not fulfill our mandate to fairly “maintain dialogue” within our own 
tradition without her participation and without the participation of that part of the progressive 
wing of our church whose concerns she forcefully brings to the attention of the whole church.  

As an alternative to the conference, the task force proposed at the CCUIC fall meeting in 2002 a 
much more modest and, it hoped, achievable form of dialogue.  The proposal was for an online 
discussion of two written works, one by an author with a progressive position, and one by an au-
thor with a classical position, which participants would agree to read.  The dialogue would consist 
both of reflections on these works and responses to reflections of others.  The dates for the pro-
posed dialogue, which would be conducted through the wisconsinumc.org website, are April 15-
June 15, 2003.  Invitations to the dialogue were sent to lay and clergy members of Annual Confer-
ence, lay leaders of local churches, and pastors of local churches who were not Conference mem-
bers.  At the time of this writing, about 50 people have agreed to participate in the dialogue.  The 
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CCUIC will consider expanding the online dialogue using additional resources and/or organizing 
face to face dialogues in consultation with conference leaders holding both progressive and classi-
cal positions.  As our over arching concern is for Christian unity, we understand our role as spon-
sors to include ensuring as far as our capabilities allow, honor and respect for all participants.  

In addition to the plans named above, we plan to continue our support of LARCUM and the WCC 
in 2003.    

Barbara G. Cook, Chairperson 
 

COMMITTEE ON NATIVE AMERICAN MINISTRY 
Introductory Comments 
The Committee on Native American Ministry (CoNAM) was formed by General Conference to 
coordinate the promotion of and distribute funds raised by the Native American Ministry Sunday 
offering and it is to monitor Native American Ministries within the conference.  CoNAM in the 
Wisconsin Conference meets quarterly to work on these tasks.  Representatives from each of the 3 
Native American Ministries along with several at large members comprise the committee.  

Highlights 
Since last Annual Conference we accomplished a number of things, some of which have been 
ongoing and several which were new for this year.  The annual events: 1) the “Gathering” of the 3 
ministries was held in Oneida, 2) sponsoring & running Native American Experience Camp at 
Pine Lake, 3) co-sponsoring the Seminar on Native American Spirituality and 4) promoting Na-
tive American Ministry Sunday were all successfully completed. This year we sent out audio 
tapes of Native American storytelling to every church for NAM Sunday. In addition we provided 
salary support for the lay pastor position at the Oneida Church. 

New for 2002 were the opportunities to financially support a project proposed by Rev. Anita Gen-
rich of the Merrimac UMC.  This church brought in a retired Native American UMC clergy-
woman and former DS from the Oklahoma Indian Mission Conference to speak at a number of 
churches.  CoNAM also has provided funds to Rev. Feay’s ministry with Native American’s at 
the Oxford Federal prison. 

Plans For Coming Year  
This upcoming year CoNAM is planning to coordinate the Annual Gathering which is slated to be 
held at the Odanah UMC with a visit from Ray Buckley, a Native American storyteller, author 
and employee of United Methodist Communications. Mr. Buckley will attend the Gathering and 
then travel around the state visiting each of the Native American ministries.  This year will also 
see the Oneida UMC hosting the national meeting of the Commission on Religion and Race. 

Members of several of the ministries are making themselves available to speak at local churches 
to help promote Native American Ministry Sunday.  They will be sharing their stories of faith and 
the role played by their UM faith community. 

Recommendation 

CoNAM does strongly recommend that each congregation nominate and elect an individual or 
member of a committee “to represent the need for better awareness of Native American contribu-
tions in the local church.”  (2000 Book of Discipline, ¶650, pg. 413)  
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COMMISSION ON THE STATUS AND ROLE OF 
WOMEN 

Introductory Comments 
The purpose of the Commission on the Status and Role of Women (COSROW) is to serve as ad-
vocate, catalyst and monitor to empower women and to transform the church so that we as inclu-
sive people of God might be in ministry to a hungering and hurting world. 

COSROW pursues its vision by monitoring the status and roles of all women including gathering, 
analyzing, and disseminating information relating to participation in all areas of the church; acting 
as a catalyst for inclusiveness through the church; and advocating with and on behalf of women in 
all aspects of the life and ministry of the church. 

Highlights and Accomplishments in 2002-2003 
1 Provided “The Flyer” publication to women in leadership in the Annual Conference 

2 Provided a “Bibliography of Resources” for distribution at Annual Conference 

3 Presented “Bridge Builders” awards to Bishop Sharon Zimmerman Rader and Dave 
Steffenson 

4 Provided to the Annual Conference members brief, daily devotional reading written by 
women to highlight women's contribution to spiritual literature 

5 Completed a “Ready Reference Guide” and distributed them at Annual Conference 
2002. This guide is an at-a-glance form with agency's names and phone numbers for 
referrals regarding women's issues and concerns. 

6 Re-instituted monitoring Annual Conference 

7 Advocated for use of inclusive language for worship service 

Plans for 2003-2004 
1 Present the “Bridge Builder” award to two people  

2 Plan to meet with women of color regarding needs specific to them in their setting 

3 Begin to become better educated regarding the specific needs of those who are experi-
encing domestic violence 

4 Plan for informational resources regarding Domestic Violence Awareness for use in the 
local churches 

5 Provide a litany for Domestic Violence Awareness month (October) for local churches 

6 Plan to provide devotions for healing for Annual Conference participants 

Respectively Submitted by  

C. Sue Bryce and Brenda Smith White, COSROW Chairs 
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FAIR PROCESS TASK FORCE 
Wisconsin Conference of the United Methodist Church 

SUMMARY REPORT TO THE 2003 ANNUAL CONFERENCE 

With Reference to Book of Discipline, ¶359 and ¶2701-2702 

INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS 

According to the story in Genesis, when God created the heavens and the earth and everything in 
it, on it, above it and below it, the divine pronouncement was, “It is good.”  In other words, it was 
exactly the way it was supposed to be, exactly as God intended.  It was perfect. 

If we lived in a perfect world today, this is the way things would be – exactly as God intended 
from the beginning.  The ecology of the created order would be in harmony and balance.  People 
would live as God intended, do as God intended, and treat each other as God intended.  Likewise, 
if we lived in a perfect church, all aspects of our life together as followers of Jesus would be ex-
actly as God intended.  In a perfect world and a perfect church there would be no need for laws, 
policies and procedures.  All would be as it is supposed to be. 

Alas, we live neither in a perfect world, nor a perfect church.  One of the results of our imperfec-
tion as Christians is that it is necessary for the church to create policies and procedures to deal 
with the fact that people do violate the covenants that bind us to God and one another.  A good 
question is always:  are those policies and procedures accomplishing their stated purposes?  Are 
they designed to help us live as God intends, do as God intends, treat each other as God intends, 
and serve the Church of Jesus Christ as God intends?  

The Fair Process Task Group believes that these are the kinds of questions that should guide our 
work.  The Task Force was created by the 2002 Session of Annual Conference and given the fol-
lowing charge: 

“… to explore emerging issues related to Disciplinary paragraphs on Fair Process and 
whose report to the next annual conference may include petitions to the 2004 General 
Conference.” 

HIGHLIGHTS AND ACCOMPLISHEMENTS OF THE PAST YEAR 
The  Fair Process Task Group was appointed by the Bishop and included,  

•      Jennifer Arneson, Elder in Full Connection from River Falls UMC 
•      Robert Hays, Elder in Full Connection from Janesville Cargill UMC 
•      Ron Kral, Associate Member from Sussex UMC 
•      Rom Pegram, Elder in Full Connection from Markesan UMC 
•      Dawn Ramstad, Deacon in Full Connection 
•      Sergio Tristan, Elder in Full Connection from Milwaukee Emanuel.  

In addition to these appointed members Bishop Rader invited two persons to sit with the task 
group as consultants: 

•      Joyce Alford, Retired Elder living in Madison 
•      Jerry Eckert, Retired Elder living in Slidell, Louisiana 

The task group had its initial meeting on December 4, 2002.  The task group was unanimous in 
the opinion that drafting petitions to the 2004 General Conference on Fair Process issues was not  

a realistic goal because of the lack of time.  The task group did decide it could serve a useful edu-
cational purpose as a study group.  The group identified five questions they thought would be 
helpful to study on behalf of the Annual Conference: 
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1)     Are the existing processes for reviewing complaints against clergy, that contain 
fair process sections, consistent with Biblical models for ordering the life of the 
Church and dealing with violations of sacred covenant? 

2)     Is their adequate accountability of those responsible for administering the com-
plaint processes to insure that both individuals and the church are protected from 
abuse of powers? 

3)     How does the creation of the new order of Deacons affect these processes? 

4)     How does globalization in the church and cross cultural appointments affect the 
standards and definitions included in the complaint review processes? 

5)     Would it be helpful to encourage the inclusion of restorative justice principles in 
these procedures and processes? 

What follows is, first, a summary of our answers to these questions, and second, the information 
we gathered and studied to arrive at those conclusions.  

PLANS FOR THE COMING YEAR 

The submission of this report to the Annual Conference represents the completion of the work of 
this Fair Process Task Group.  It ceased meeting on April 6, 2003, and has no plans for further 
study or activity. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE ANNUAL CONFERENCE 

What the Fair Process Task Group learned from its study and research is now offered to the An-
nual Conference for study, prayer and reflection as it goes about its work, especially with refer-
ence to issues of conference relationship.  What follows are: 

1.     A summary of our findings (Document 1). 

2.     The full-body of our research, with background information and rationale for those 
findings (Document 2). 

SUMMARY OF LEARNINGS 

The complaint review process is designed to do what it states:  to work toward a just resolution of 
any violations of the sacred trust of clergy and do so in a way that justice, healing and reconcilia-
tion may be achieved in the body of Christ. It is biblically based and faithful to the concept of 
sacred covenant.  It has built into it adequate safeguards against abuse of authority on the part of 
supervisors and procedures for peer review that prevent arbitrary judgments.   It includes specific 
procedures to insure that the process is fair to all involved in the inquiry.  In short, it is as fair a 
process as any human design can create.   

However, it is not perfect.  It is most vulnerable to failing when individuals do not honor the proc-
ess and do not work within its parameters with integrity.  When the complaint review process fails 
to achieve its intended purpose, it is not because the process is seriously flawed, but rather be-
cause flawed people are involved in its use. 

Further, it is difficult to maintain the highest standards of fair process when it is applied in con-
texts that do not match the majority culture of the United Methodist Church.  The majority of lo-
cal churches in the United Methodist Church are smaller, have only one clergyperson on staff, and 
very little paid lay staff.  Lines of accountability are relatively simple.  In the larger local churches 
where Deacons are most likely to do their ministry, the lines of accountability make standards of 
fair process harder to apply consistently.  The General Conference would do well to make modifi-
cations in the complaint review process that take into account the unique circumstances created 
by a multiple staff environment. 
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The cultural bias of the complaint review process is rooted deeply in Western European perspec-
tive.  Therefore, if the United Methodist Church continues to become more multi-cultural demog-
raphically and cross-cultural appointments become more common, the General Conference will 
need to adapt the complaint review process to this new reality in order for it to be equally fair for 
all its members. 

Finally, inclusion of the principles of restorative justice would strengthen the complaint review 
process.  When signed complaints against a clergyperson are received by a district superintendent, 
it creates – or perhaps more accurately, names – a conflicted situation.  Restorative justice tech-
niques would be useful tools for reviewing the complaint in a less adversarial way.  

The complaint review process is a work in progress.  It is not perfect, but every four years the 
General Conference has the opportunity to address emerging issues, such as the ones noted in this 
study.  Indeed, the General Conference has made very significant modifications in the process 
during the last three quadrenia, and it will need to continue to do so. 

 

FAIR PROCESS TASK FORCE 
REPORT TO THE 2003 ANNUAL CONFERENCE 

With Reference to the Book of Discipline, par. 359 and par. 2701-2702 

DOCUMENT 2 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

What follows is the research done by the members of the Fair Process Task Group that led to the 
learnings summarized in Document 1.  We offer this research as background information and the 
rationales for those learnings. 

I.     SUMMARY OF THE REVIEW PROCESS. 

The Book of Discipline paragraph 359, pg. 254, states:  "Ordination and membership in an an-
nual conference in The United Methodist Church is a sacred trust.  The qualifications and duties 
of local pastors, associate members, probationary members, and full members are set forth in the 
Book of Discipline of The United Methodist Church, and we believe they flow from the gospel as 
taught by Jesus the Christ and proclaimed by his apostles. Whenever a person in any of the above 
categories…is accused of violating this trust, the membership of his or her ministerial office shall 
be subject to review.  This review shall have as its primary purpose a just resolution of any viola-
tions of this sacred trust, in the hope that God's work of justice, reconciliation and healing may be 
realized in the body of Christ." 

This paragraph introduces the procedures for reviewing complaints (Book of Discipline, par. 359, 
pp. 254-260) brought against clergy who are accused of violating “the sacred trust of their office.”  
The paragraph makes two key claims:   

•      the review process it describes “flows from the gospel as taught by Jesus,”  

•      the review process it describes is designed to result in a “just resolution.” 

COMPLAINT PROCESS 

The review process described in paragraph 359 is used only in response to a written complaint 
about the performance or character of a clergyperson.  The written complaint must be a signed 
statement claiming misconduct or unsatisfactory performance of ministerial duties.  The clergy-
person’s bishop or district superintendent may receive or initiate such complaints and has respon-
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sibility for deciding what is done with the complaint.  Once received, the bishop or district super-
intendent has two options for the review process:  supervisory response or referral of complaint.  
In other words the bishop or district superintendent is the supervisor of both the clergyperson and 
the process. 

SUPERVISORY RESPONSE 

The supervisory response is intended to be a pastoral and administrative process toward a just 
resolution among all concerned.  The response is to be handled in a confidential and timely man-
ner, while giving attention to communication with the concerned parties.  The bishop or district 
superintendent may involve qualified third parties for the purposes of assessment, intervention, 
healing, mediation or assisting in the response.  The bishop or district superintendent may sus-
pend the clergyperson from all clergy responsibilities for up to 60 days with the recommendation 
of the Executive Committee of the Board of Ordained Ministry. 

If this supervisory response process fails in its purpose of achieving a just resolution among all 
concerned, the bishop or district superintendent may refer the complaint to the Board of Ordained 
Ministry as an Administrative Complaint, or to the Committee on Investigation as a Judicial Com-
plaint.  These two different paths unfold as follows: 

ADMINSTRATIVE COMPLAINT 

In situations where there is no chargeable offense and the supervisory process fails to provide a 
satisfactory solution, the bishop may refer the complaint to the Board of Ordained Ministry for 
action.  A committee of the Board of Ordained Ministry other than its executive committee then 
can conduct a hearing following the fair process provisions.  This committee, after hearing from 
the respondent, the bishop/cabinet representative and others deemed appropriate, makes a recom-
mendation for action to the Board of Ordained Ministry.  Possible responses include a variety of 
actions including dismissal.  

The Clergy Session must elect an Administrative Review Committee whose function is to review 
certain actions by the Board of Ordained Ministry. The sole purpose of this committee is to ensure 
that the disciplinary procedures for involuntary leave of absence, involuntary retirement, or ad-
ministrative location are properly followed. This group reports to the Clergy Session of Annual 
Conference before any action can be taken by the Clergy Session. 

JUDICIAL COMPLAINT 

In those situations where a chargeable offense is thought to have occurred the bishop refers the 
situation to a counsel for the Church. The counsel prepares a formal complaint statement with 
supporting information (including witnesses, records of the supervision process, and lists of perti-
nent witnesses). 

This complaint is reviewed by a Committee on Investigation, whose membership is carefully de-
fined. The task of this committee is solely to determine whether reasonable grounds exist to sup-
port the charges. 

Should a trial be held, the presiding officer—who holds a great deal of responsibility in determin-
ing the course of the proceedings—must be a bishop from another conference. 

The individuals who sit on trial court are specifically defined so that individuals who may have a 
bias are not empanelled and challenges can be made to further insure a fair hearing. 

SUMMARY 

The purpose of the complaint review process is to find a just resolution that will result in recon-
ciliation and healing in the body of Christ.  The process seeks this end with confidentiality, docu-
mentation, and dialogue at the lowest possible level of confrontation.  However, the review proc-
ess can only serve its intended purpose if all involved parties work within its parameters with in-
tegrity.  The process breaks down when any of the concerned parties – the initiator of the com-
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plaint, the clergy against whom the complaint is brought, the supervisors and the peer review 
groups – are not faithful to the Disciplinary standards for fair review.  If a supervisor uses author-
ity in a coercive way, the process is divested of credibility.  If a clergy person under review agrees 
to a resolution privately and then publicly violates confidentiality, a climate of suspicion and con-
frontation only intensifies.     

II.           BIBLICAL AND THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION. 

This review process is based upon several assumptions: 

•      As covenant members clergypersons are accountable to the Annual Conference for their 
clergy performance and the conduct of their personal lives.  

•      Bishops and district superintendents are the elected and/or appointed leaders responsi-
ble for supervising and holding clergypersons accountable to these standards. 

•      When there is a formal complaint against a clergyperson the desired outcome is a just 
resolution for all concerned at the lowest possible level of confrontation and conflict. 

All of these assumptions are consistent with biblical models for ordering the life of the Church 
and dealing with violations of sacred covenant. 

As it is described in the Book of Genesis, violations of the standards for ordination and member-
ship in the Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church are but one form of “sin.”  The 
Genesis story begins with the assumption:  all we are and have is a gift.  God initiated creation 
and the human journey itself and established the rules.  God provided all that was needful for hu-
man life, defining what the human creation could and could not do.  Essentially humanity was 
free to tend and enjoy creation with only one limitation – don’t eat the fruit from the tree in the 
middle of the garden.  At first, they obeyed, avoided the tree and its fruit.  As time passed this 
limitation was questioned.  “What was it about the tree that so frightened God that it was declared 
off-limits?” the people wondered.  Then the rule was challenged.  “God said you would die if you 
ate the fruit, but you won’t really!” said the serpent.  Finally, the rule was disregarded altogether 
as the people made up their own rules. 

Something like that happens when clergypersons violate the covenant of ordination and Annual 
Conference membership.  One of the requirements of all candidates for ordained ministry is that 
they become knowledgeable in the Book of Discipline and the standards for clergy performance 
and personal conduct.  All candidates are required to demonstrate that they know the rules before 
they agree to them in sacred covenant.  When a clergyperson chooses to ignore those rules after 
agreeing to them, that person is in essence questioning, then challenging, and ultimately making 
up their own rules for the covenant, if they act upon that thought process. 

Those responsible for upholding the sacred covenant must respond, or the covenant is meaning-
less.  In the Genesis story God made inquiry into the facts of what happened.  “Why are you hid-
ing?  Why are you ashamed?  Did you eat the fruit I told you to avoid?”  God asked.  The facts 
indicated that the violation of covenant was serious enough that trust was broken.  The resolution 
of this violation:  the people must leave the garden, but God’s love would go with them. 

In the United Methodist Church bishops and district superintendents are the leaders responsible 
for this sort of supervision:  accountability, inquiry, and investigation.  When there is a complaint 
against a clergyperson, they are given broad authority to supervise both the clergyperson and the 
review process.  Some would maintain that this is too much power.  However, in the Bible the 
role of called leaders holding God’s people accountable to the sacred covenant is present from 
start to finish.  From the call of Abraham to the Acts of the Apostles, God has designated persons 
to lead, guide, and supervise the people of the covenant. 

The first six chapters of the Book of Acts describe how the church grew and changed under the 
guidance of the Holy Spirit.  One of those changes was the creation of a church hierarchy with 
supervisory authority.  As the church grew in numbers and in spirit, the people devoted them-
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selves to the teaching of the Apostles, worshiping together, breaking bread and holding every-
thing in common (Acts 2:43-47, 4:32-37).  Not all of the new believers remained faithful to this 
covenant.  Ananias and his wife Sapphira said they were being faithful when they were in fact 
cheating on the community.  It was Peter’s responsibility to name the offense and hold them ac-
countable (Acts 5:1-11).  In Acts 6 the work of the Apostles was more specifically defined.  In the 
growing church of Jerusalem the new-comers’ widows were being neglected in the distribution of 
bread.  The Apostles were clear that this was not right, but they were equally clear that God 
wanted them to give their full attention to prayer and the word of God.  So, they established the 
standards for new, different types of leaders to be selected by the community, a new order of dea-
cons who would be responsible for service to the widows.  Again, in Acts 8:9-24 the Apostles 
demonstrated their supervisory responsibility.  A new believer named Simon tried to bribe Peter 
into teaching him how to manipulate the gift of the Holy Spirit.  Discerning that this selfish use of 
God’s graces had no place in the covenant community, Peter refused.   

In the United Methodist Church bishops and district superintendents stand in this traditional role 
of leader, guide, pastor to pastors, and supervisor.  Thus, they also stand in a covenant relation-
ship with God and the Annual Conference to use that power and authority, not as they choose, but 
rather as God would direct them.  The Book of Discipline is an attempt to clearly define that pa-
rameter – or, rules of the UMC garden, if you will. 

In the case of reviewing complaints against clergypersons the parameter is:  the primary purpose 
of the review process is a just resolution of any violations of the clergy covenant.  Anytime a for-
mal complaint is submitted against a clergyperson it creates a conflicted situation.  Jesus gave us a 
model for resolving conflict justly: 

“If another member of the church sins against you, go and point out the fault when the 
two of you are alone.  If the member listens to you, you have regained that one.  But if 
you are not listened to, take one or two others along with you, so that every word may 
be confirmed by the evidence of two or three witnesses.  If the member refuses to listen 
to them, tell it to the church; and if the offender refuses to listen even to the church, let 
such a one be to you as a Gentile and a tax collector.”    – Matthew 18:15-20 

The review process outlined in paragraphs 359 and 2702 does follow the principles of this scrip-
tural model.  If there are complaints they need to be named and dealt with openly and directly 
with the persons involved.  The process needs to start at the lowest level of conflict and move to 
more public arenas of inquiry and debate only if there is resistance to the process or denial of the 
problem.  Third parties need to be involved when there is disagreement as to the facts so truth can 
be documented.  There are times when review processes fail and judicial processes are necessary 
to determine truth.  There are times when complaints are either valid or irresolvable, and the per-
son being reviewed must leave the covenant community for it to maintain its integrity. 

The United Methodist Church has never claimed to be a perfect church.  But it does take seriously 
the mandate to base its polity on scripture and tradition.  In our opinion the paragraphs in the 
Book of Discipline pertaining to supervisory, administrative, and judicial review of complaints 
against clergy persons are compatible with the teachings of scripture and tradition and therefore 
sound and appropriate.  These paragraphs honor the beginning point of upholding sacred covenant 
relationships as defined by God’s standards, are supervised by the appropriate designated authori-
ties, provide safeguards against the abuse of power by those supervisors and spurious complaints, 
and do move the process toward a just resolution of legitimate complaints. 

In other words, the fair process standards are reasonable.  If there are problems, it is more likely 
due to flawed people administering the process, rather than the process itself being flawed. 
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III.          ACCOUNTABILITY OF THOSE ADMINISTERING FAIR PROCESS. 

INTRODUCTION 

Fair Process in Administrative Hearings (Para. 359.2) and Fair Process in Judicial Hearings 
(2701) are procedures which are utilized only when there has been a failure to come to a resolu-
tion to a complaint under a supervisory process.  Under these circumstances checks and balances 
are important to ensure justice and fairness. 

At issue is the execution of the contract and/or covenant between clergy members of the Annual 
Conference.  For example, a significant difference exists between the complaint processes of the 
United Methodist Church and employment law in Wisconsin.  Wisconsin is one of a number of 
states which are defined as “At Will” states in relation to employment practices meaning that an 
employer can terminate an employee ‘at will’ just as an employee can resign ‘at will’.  In the 
UMC, however, the expectations of ordination and membership in an Annual Conference are 
based on an ongoing covenant between the members of the Conference. Therefore, the ultimate 
judgment of one’s continuing relationship with the Conference should logically lie with the mem-
bers of that Conference. 

The questions which flow from this concept are: 

1.     Has, then, the UMC created a situation of “judgment by one’s peers” within the cove-
nant? 

2.     Are the available remedies geared towards reconciliation around this  

3.     covenant with the clergy member, the Conference clergy and the church? 

4.     What safeguards are in place so that an individual in a position of power cannot arbi-
trarily determine the fate of someone against whom a complaint has been made? 

5.     What safeguards are in place that insures that an individual under complaint honors the 
process and upholds confidentiality? 

COMPLAINT PROCESS 

The following safeguards appear to be in effect: 

1.     Complaints, by definition, are written and signed providing an initial level of protection 
against spurious allegations. 

2.     The process is one of reconciliation and resolution, rather than punitive action. 

3.     Communications and confidentiality are required for all parties. 

4.     No action is arbitrarily taken; the Bishop cannot act on suspension without the recom-
mendation of the Executive Committee of the BOOM. 

5.     In the case of suspension, pay, housing & benefits are maintained and suspension is 
limited to just 60 days. 

These safeguards appear to protect the clergyperson from arbitrary responses to complaints.  The 
process is geared towards working through a mutually agreeable solution and no one, not even a 
bishop, may act alone to suspend the clergy member without accessing the judgment / review of 
other members of the Annual Conference, in this case the Executive Committee of the Board of 
Ordained Ministry.  

The goal of the Supervisory Response is to come to a just resolution of the complaint.  If that does 
not occur, the bishop may refer the situation as a Judicial Complaint or an Administrative Com-
plaint. 
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ADMINSTRATIVE COMPLAINT 
In the case where a clergy person and the bishop/cabinet do not come to resolution over a com-
plaint, the disposition of the situation is turned over to clergy peers on the Board of Ordained 
Ministry. 

1.     The Board of Ordained Ministry committee operates under the rules of fair process pro-
cedures, allowing the respondent the right to be heard, timely notification, the right to 
be accompanied by another clergy, the right to be part of all substantive discussions, 
and access to all records.  In addition, the respondent has the obligation to participate in 
the proceedings or the process will continue without him/her (Para 359.2). 

2.     The clergy person has the right to written statements and voice in front of the Board of 
Ordained Ministry committee (Para 359.3). 

3.     In the case of involuntary actions, the Administrative Review Committee must insure 
that fair process procedures were followed. 

4.     Recommendations for involuntary actions are then voted on at the clergy session of 
Annual Conference. 

JUDICIAL COMPLAINT 
1.     A bishop’s recommendation for trial of a chargeable offense does not stand alone; it 

must be reviewed by a Committee on Investigation. 

2.     Procedures for notification and rights to be heard etc. are in place. 

3.     The presiding officer of trial is a bishop from another conference. 

4.     The members of the trial court are selected by criteria of non-bias and can be chal-
lenged. 

5.     Throughout this process the same standards for fair process as stated above are applied 
with the addition of provisions against double jeopardy, and in a case where the com-
plaint originates in a local church, it allows a hearing in the local church. 

In the hearing process, there are safeguards in place so that no single individual has overwhelm-
ing power or influence. Decisions are made either by 1) individuals not connected to the original 
complaint or supervisory process (presiding officer) or 2) groups who have been chosen from 
outside the supervisory process (i.e. Committee on Investigation or a trial court). 

SUMMARY 
Returning, then, to the opening questions: 

1.     Has, then, the UMC created a situation of “judgment by one’s peers”? 

2.     Are the available remedies geared towards reconciliation around this covenant with the 
clergy member, the Conference clergy and the church? 

3.     What safeguards are in place that prevent an individual in a position of power from ar-
bitrarily determining the fate of someone against whom a complaint has been made? 

4.     What safeguards are in place that prevent an individual under complaint from violating 
the process and confidentiality? 

It would appear that the current process, as found in the 2000 Book of Discipline, does provide 
ample review by peers. This is in the form of the clergy who serve on the Board of Ordained Min-
istry, the Committee on Investigation, the Fair Process Review Committee, the trial court and full 
members of Conference at the clergy session. Numerous opportunities are afforded for discussion, 
mediation, and remedial actions. And, throughout the process, the decisions made regarding an 
individual are not made by a single individual. In fact, in the case of involuntary remedies, a spe-
cial review committee is called in to affirm that fair process was employed. 
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Ultimately it must be remembered that the same process applies to those in power over others as 
well.  Complaints may be lodged against bishops, district superintendents, and members of 
Boards of Ordained Ministry. These complaints must then be addressed through one of the ave-
nues described above. 

This process assumes that all involved parties follow the rules with integrity and honor the intent 
of the process.  The process breaks down and is most vulnerable to failing in its purpose of recon-
ciliation and resolution when any of the involved persons fail to do so.  There are no rules in exis-
tence that can force any individual to act with honesty and integrity.     

IV.          FAIR PROCESS AND THE NEW ORDER OF DEACONS. 
In 1996, at General Conference, the orders of ministry were changed to close the lay order of Di-
aconal Minister and include the new Order of Deacon. Deacons are clergy persons ordained to 
Word and Service in full connection in their annual conferences and are therefore entitled to all 
the rights and privileges of other clergy persons in regard to Fair Practice. Because we are still 
learning all the ramifications of this change, our task force chose to investigate if there were is-
sues unique to Deacons. 

Where Deacons differ from Elders in employment issues are that (1) they do have the option of 
requesting a non-salaried position in extension ministry and (2) they are non-itinerant and there-
fore not guaranteed an appointment. These two points do merit further documentation and elabo-
ration in this report to refute common misconceptions in Deacon’s appointments. Supervisory 
roles also have the potential to be confusing as we continue to work through the transition from 
the pre-1996 ways of ordering ministry to the post 1996 ways of ordering ministry. 

SALARY 
“When a deacon’s primary field of service is within a local congregation, charge, or cooperative 
parish, the deacon shall receive a salary from the local church, charge, or cooperative parish not 
less than the minimum established by the equitable compensation policy of the annual conference 
for full-time and part-time pastors and shall participate in the denominational pension and benefit 
plans, programs, and in the health benefit and supplemental programs of his or her annual confer-
ence subject to the provisions and standards of those programs as established by the annual con-
ference where health coverage is not provided from another source” (2002 Book of Discipline, 
Para 322.14.b). 

Under Para 322.6.d Deacons in full connection might request an appointment to a non-salaried 
position “to express the Church’s concern for social holiness, for ministry among the poor, and 
for advancing emerging needs of the future.” Such appointments are at the Deacon’s request and 
the Bishop is to consult with the Deacon about the “well-being and financial security of his or her 
family.” This is not an option for a deacon in a local church appointment. Churches employing 
Deacons need to plan and budget to pay that Deacon according to the established standards for 
equitable compensation. 

The inability for a local church to meet the salary requirements of the Deacon is the most frequent 
cause for Deacons to receive a request for resignation. Para 322.14.e specifies that Deacons be 
given a 90-day period of final termination of employment principally to allow financial security 
while seeking another appointment. The only exceptions are when the 90-day period was waved 
in the initial employment contract or when one of the Chargeable Offences listed in Para 2702 has 
occurred. 

NEW PASTOR 
Occasionally there is a request for resignation by a Deacon at the change of the lead pastor ap-
pointment in a local church, which is common to both Presbyterian Church of America and the 
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America’s polity. This is not supported by the Book of Disci-
pline, and is implicitly prohibited in our practice of the bishop making appointments. The Elder 
appointed to a local church where a Deacon is already serving needs to expect to work with that 
Deacon as well as all lay church staff. 
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If the newly appointed Elder is unsatisfied with the work of the Deacon, his/her only recourse is 
to work through the annual review process with the Staff Parish Relations Committee where the 
Deacon’s work is reviewed based on his/her written job description. It should be noted that a re-
quest for resignation at change of appointment is a rare occurrence. When it does occur the Dis-
trict Superintendent needs to be fully informed throughout the process. 

SUPERVISORY ROLES 

This can be an area of confusion, especially since Elders ordained before 1996 were not required 
to be retrained in the polity changes in the 1996 Book of Discipline.  The district superintendent is 
the supervisor of both the Deacon and Elder appointed to the same church. The Elder is ordained 
to Order and is therefore responsible for the general oversight of the church, administration, and 
sacraments. The Deacon is ordained to Word and Service, and therefore has oversight of the par-
ticular areas assigned in his/her appointment and is to assist the Elder in worship and the admini-
stration of the sacraments.  As a clergy team they relate to the district superintendent the same 
way two Elders appointed as Lead and Associate Pastor would report to the district superinten-
dent. 

SUMMARY 

Preventative measures can be taken to avoid confusion and conflict at certain key periods in the 
Deacons appointment.  For example, the Deacon needs to have conversation with the new pastor 
whenever there is a change of appointment. There should be a review of the role of the Deacon 
with some attention paid to the differences between a Deacon and an Associate Pastor. Cross de-
nomination conversation with Roman Catholic Deacons suggests that we should expect this to 
continue as a practice for quite a while since Elders ordained before the 1996 Book of Discipline 
had a different understanding of what it meant to be a Deacon. 

The Deacon is hired by Staff Parish Relations Committee and needs to report to that committee 
with the same regular access as any other clergy person. Elders need to be cautious that the Dea-
con does not abdicate this access to the Elder. Deacons need to report Elders violating this prac-
tice to the district superintendent as their mutual supervisor for conflict resolution. 

V.            FAIR PROCESS ISSUES RELATED TO GLOBILAZATION AND CROSS-
CULTURAL APPOINTMENTS. 

“We commit ourselves to the rights of men, women, children, youth, young adults, the aging, and 
people with disabilities; to improvement of the quality of life; and to the rights and dignity of ra-
cial, ethnic, and religious minorities” (United Methodist Social Creed, Para 166, 2000 Book of 
Discipline, emphasis added). 

The contemporary effects of a shift in the racial and ethnic membership of both our Annual Con-
ference and our state are of a sufficiently radical nature to merit further investigation in light of 
Fair Process practice. Increasingly, clergy persons within our annual conference find themselves 
serving cross-racial and emerging bi-racial appointments. At present there are approximately 20 
clergypersons serving such appointments. Even when clergy persons are appointed to serve 
churches within their own racial or ethnic group, the surrounding culture in our state is suffi-
ciently dominated by Euro-American culture that those pastors and deacons minister cross-
culturally whenever their work interfaces with the surrounding community. One example would 
be when a Hispanic pastor assists a new family to the community with enrolling their children in 
the public schools. Within our General Church this growing trend has resulted in the General 
Board of Higher Education and Ministry commissioning a study specifically on the consequences 
of cross-racial appointments for both clergy and congregations. 

Further, the Social Principals in Section III, The Social Community Paragraph A Rights of Racial 
and Ethnic Persons, defines racism as “the combination of the power to dominate by one race 
over other races and a value system that assumes that the dominant race is innately superior to the 
others.”  It then specifies, “We support affirmative action as one method of addressing the ine-
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qualities and discriminatory practices within our Church and society.” The actualities of living out 
the ideal of affirmative action leads to cross-racial/ cross cultural appointments in our churches, 
on our conference staffs, and on our cabinet. There is an increasing potential with each Jurisdic-
tional Conference as more bishops of diverse heritages are elected, that a bishop who is not Euro-
American could serve our conference. 

Therefore, fundamental cultural conflicts can emerge whenever the Church is attempting to be 
faithful to its understanding that all persons are children of the living God, worthy of being treated 
with dignity and compassion. All forms of racism (historic, personal, and institutional) are perva-
sive realities in human endeavors and we are all participants. There is tremendous potential for 
these conflicts to occur in specific situations, determined by the combination of the cultures in-
volved. When such conflicts occur, the Fair Process practices outlined in the Book of Discipline 
need to be utilized to address the needs of everyone involved. 

When a conflict emerges in a cross-racial or cross-ethnic appointments, it is the recommendation 
of this committee that the principles of restorative justice outlined in section VII be utilized in 
such a manner as to encourage not only the healing of the injured parties, but also their growth in 
cross-cultural understandings. The District Superintendent and/or Bishop working with the in-
jured parties need to pay attention to the fundamentals of cross-cultural communication, including 
his or her own social location. All the resources of the church at the local, conference, jurisdic-
tional, and general church levels should be considered for use when such conflicts do arise. 

In the 2000 Book of Discipline, there are no direct references to cross-cultural appointments. Eve-
rything documented in this report on existing Fair Process procedures applies uniformly to all 
clergy persons. Per paragraph 604 of the 2000 Book of Discipline, this report and its recommen-
dations may be adopted by the Annual Conference, “provided that in exercise of its powers, (the) 
annual conference shall act in all respects in harmony with the policy of The United Methodist 
Church with respect to elimination of discrimination on the basis of race” (emphasis in the origi-
nal).  

VI.          ENCOURAGING RESTORATIVE JUSTICE PRINCIPLES. 

INTRODUCTION 

Section V (Social Principles), ¶164 (V. The Political Community), Subsection F (Criminal and 
Restorative Justice) of the Book of Discipline, referring to secular systems of justice, states on 
page 119: 

“In the love of Christ, who came to save those who are lost and vulnerable, we urge the 
creation of a genuinely new system for the care and restoration of victims, offenders, 
criminal justice officials, and the community as a whole.  Restorative justice grows out 
of biblical authority, which emphasizes a right relationship with God, self, and commu-
nity.  When such relationships are violated or broken through crime, opportunities are 
created to make things right.  Most criminal justice systems around the world are re-
tributive.  These retributive justice systems profess to hold the offender accountable to 
the state and use punishment as the equalizing tool for accountability.  In contrast, re-
storative justice seeks to hold the offender accountable to the victimized person, and to 
the disrupted community.  Through God’s transforming power, restorative justice seeks 
to repair the damage, right the wrong, and bring healing to all involved, including the 
victim, the offender, the families, and the community.  The Church is transformed when 
it responds to the claims of discipleship by becoming an agent of healing and systematic 
change.” 

Though short on conversation about restorative justice, these few sentences found in the Book of 
Discipline state very clearly how the United Methodist Church sees restorative justice and its 
principles as a means to impact our world through practices of justice grounded in biblical author-
ity and realized through the transforming power of God.  Some contemporary questions, in light 
of the above statement, may be: 
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•      If restorative justice is a part of a ‘genuinely new system’ of care and restoration that 
we, as United Methodists, urge the creation of, then why are practices of restorative 
justice not currently a regular emphasis in our standards for Fair Process—the judicial 
track of the complaint process in particular? 

•      If the whole idea of restorative justice grows out of biblical authority, then why would 
we—as a part of God’s universal Church—not be using practices of restorative justice 
(based on biblical principles) more readily in our system of Fair Process? 

•      If restorative justice seeks to hold the offender accountable to the victimized person and 
to the disrupted community, then why aren’t there specific practices or steps in place 
within our system of Fair Process that would enable us to meet these goals of restora-
tion (as opposed to the impersonal practices of retribution)? 

Before these questions can be looked at seriously, a more complete definition of what restorative 
justice is may be in order.  Following is a beginning to the process of defining this biblical 
method of justice. 

DEFINING RESTORATIVE JUSTICE 

According to The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, the word restorative is 
defined as follows: 

“1. Pertaining to renewal or restoration.  2. Tending to renew or restore something, such as 
health.  –n. Something that restores.” 

In the case of Fair Process in the United Methodist Church, this definition would encompass the 
renewal or restoration of relationships or of character.  As a noun, it is ‘something that restores.’  
The form of justice that we are speaking of here could be seen as a tool for restoring broken 
lives—the lives of the offender, the offended person or persons, and/or the disrupted community.  
It is a restoration of individual character or a person or persons to wholeness in a larger sense.  
This is restorative justice in principle. 

Further defining restorative justice, the following statement from Restorative JUSTICE Online 
(RestorativeJustice.org) may be helpful: “Restorative justice is a systematic response to wrongdo-
ing that emphasizes healing the wounds of victims, offenders, and communities caused or re-
vealed by the criminal behavior.  Practices and programs reflecting restorative purposes will re-
spond to crime by: 

1.     identifying and taking steps to repair harm, 

2.     involving all stakeholders, and 

3.     transforming the traditional relationships between communities and their governments 
in responding to crime.” 

This statement describes restorative justice as both principle and practice.  It is both a way of be-
lieving and a way of acting.  Keeping both of these ideas of restorative justice—principle and 
practice—in mind, we move now to answering some of our previous questions. 

 

MOVING FROM PRINCIPLE TO PRACTICE 

In ¶164 (Social Principles) of the Book of Discipline, we read that the United Methodist Church 
believes in the principles of restorative justice.  By way of current understanding, what is absent 
in Fair Process—the complaint process in particular—are scheduled steps or practices of restora-
tive justice which can be regularly applied to the complaint process. 

Though many biblical references could be noted to help us transition from principle to practice in 
our own justice system, one suggestion would be Matthew 5:25.  It says, “Or say you’re out on 
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the street and an old enemy accosts you.  Don’t lose a minute.  Make the first move; make things 
right with him.  After all, if you leave the first move to him, knowing his track record, you’re 
likely to end up in court, maybe even jail” (The Message).  Where the world’s ‘track record’ is to 
keep things impersonal, allowing anger and misunderstandings to rule the day, Jesus calls us to a 
different understanding—one of renewal and restoration.  The Kingdom of God, as Jesus continu-
ally describes it, is about wholeness.  Wholeness only comes through healing.  Healing only 
comes by way of risking getting personal.  And, according to Jesus, we—as disciples—are to 
make the first move.  We are not just to believe in what Jesus is saying here as simply a good idea 
or principle; Jesus is asking us to act on the principle being taught so that the restoration of lives 
and situations can become reality.  The United Methodist Church needs to move toward finding 
concrete ways to transition from believing the principle to practicing the principle, when it comes 
to restorative justice—that we might be a positive catalyst in this world in restoring God’s whole-
ness to broken lives. 

IMPLEMENTING RESTORATIVE JUSTICE PRINCIPLES INTO FAIR PROCESS—
THE SUPERVISORY PROCESS IN PARTICULAR. 

Again, the basic principles of restorative justice—the final objectives—are stated fairly clearly in 
¶164 (Social Principles) of the Book of Discipline.  We encourage our Criminal Justice System to 
put these principles into practice as they administer the law of the land.  These principles, which 
grow out of biblical authority, need to be lived out in the life of the justice system of the United 
Methodist Church—in its system of Fair Process—as well.  The way that they will be lived out is 
through deliberate implementation or practice of these principles. 

Earlier in this document, it was stated that the outcome of any formal complaint against a clergy-
person ‘is a just resolution for all concerned at the lowest possible level of confrontation and con-
flict.’  ¶2707 of the Book of Discipline, speaking of the fundamental principles for trials, says: 
“Church trials are to be regarded as an expedient of last resort.”  So, our greatest desire when a 
complaint has been formalized—either in the administrative or judicial track, is to come to a just 
resolution that will satisfy all parties involved and in the most expedient manner possible. 

 

Following are a few suggestions for restorative justice practices that could be implemented into 
the complaint process in the very early stages.  Specifically, these very early stages would be the 
Board of Ordained Ministry Committee for Administrative Complaints (¶359.3) or the Committee 
on Investigation for Judicial Complaints (¶2706.2.b). 

•      Victim offender mediation – a meeting between the victim and offender facilitated by a 
trained mediator.  This is a voluntary participation whereby the victim and offender 
begin to resolve the conflict and construct their own approach to achieving justice. 

•      Conferencing – programs that are similar to victim-offender reconciliation/mediation 
programs.  However, this type of restorative justice practice involves the participation 
of families, community support groups, police, social welfare officials and attorneys in 
addition to the victim and offender.  In other words, it is a more involved mediation 
process than the victim-offender mediation. 

•      Circles – much like the restorative justice practices of mediation and conferencing, this 
practice provides an encounter between the victim and offender, but moves beyond that 
to involve the community in the decision making process.  Participants typically speak 
as they pass a ‘talking piece’ around the circle. 

SUMMARY 

If we, as the United Methodist Church, urge our secular counterparts of justice to adopt and put 
into practice the principles of restorative justice, the most effective way to see this happen is if 
we—the United Methodist Church—would do the same within our system of justice or Fair Proc-
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ess.  What better way to witness to a life in Christ than to live a life guided by Christ in all that we 
do, especially in our practices of justice?  The principles of restorative justice that the United 
Methodist Church already promotes through its Social Principles need to move from principles to 
practice.  A recommendation in the area of restorative justice, therefore, would be to officially 
implement restorative justice principles as an option into our current supervisory process.  Spe-
cific options for those working in the supervisory process could be the three practices noted 
above: victim offender mediation, conferencing, or circles.  Note: The Council of Bishop’s has 
created a task force that is currently reflecting on the issue of restorative justice and how it could 
be implemented into the supervisory or complaint process. 

VII.         CONCLUSIONS. 

A.    Are the existing Fair Process procedures included in the processes for reviewing com-
plaints against clergy consistent with Biblical models for ordering the life of the Church 
and dealing with violations of sacred covenant? 

The processes and procedures for dealing with complaints against clergy in the Book of Disci-
pline are consistent with Biblical models for ordering the life of the Church in that they: 

•      are based on the Biblical concept of sacred covenant, 

•      are compatible with Jesus’ models for resolving conflict in the life of the church, 

•      and are designed to resolve complaints justly for all concerned at the lowest possible 
level of conflict, and thus, maximize the potential for reconciliation and healing. 

The point at which these carefully crafted processes and procedures are most vulnerable to break-
ing down is when individuals – clergy under complaint, supervisors, or persons bringing com-
plaints – do not honor the processes and work within those parameters with integrity. 

B.    Is their adequate accountability of those responsible for administering the complaint 
processes to insure that both individuals and the church are protected from abuse of 
powers? 

It does appear that there are adequate standards for accountability on the part of those administer-
ing the review processes to insure that both individuals and the church are protected from abuse 
of power in that: 

•      The review processes provide for “judgment by one’s peers” as the “court of last resort 
through the involvements of the Board of Ordained Ministry, the Committee on Investi-
gation, the Fair Process Review Committee, a formal trial court, and the full members 
of conference at the clergy session. 

•      Specific tools for discussion, mediation and remedial actions are integral parts of the 
review processes. 

•      The review processes prohibit decisions being made by a single individual; such deci-
sions must always be reviewed by a designated peer group, such as those named above, 
to insure that fair process was employed.  

As noted in the previous section, if individuals refuse or neglect to follow the Disciplinary rules –  
through behaviors such as, dishonesty, violations of confidentiality, abuse of power, use of intimi-
dation, etc.– accountability breaks down.  In short, when there are problems with the review proc-
esses it is because of flawed people, rather than flawed process. 

C.    How does the creation of the new order of Deacons affect these processes? 

The processes in the Book of Discipline for reviewing complaints against clergy and the standards 
for fair process contained therein are well designed for use in the most common context for minis-
try in the United Methodist Church: a small to medium size local church, served by one pastor, in 
which the line of accountability is very clear.  Accountability flows through the Pastor-Parish 
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Relations Committee, to the District Superintendent and finally to the Bishop.  The line of ac-
countability in the contexts where Deacons serve is not this simple and straightforward.  Deacons 
are appointed by the Bishop, but unlike the appointment of Elders, the place of service can be 
initiated by the hiring agency or local church, the individual deacon, or the District Superinten-
dent (Par. 322.6 b).  When the context for ministry is a local church, the setting is usually a larger 
congregation with multiple staff and a supervising pastor to whom the deacon is also accountable.  
This more complicated situation has much greater potential for fair process standards to be com-
promised, particularly around issues pertaining to: 

•       salary treatment, 

•       continuation of the deacon’s appointment, 

•       changes of the supervising pastor, 

•       and defining of roles and responsibilities of the deacon. 

D.    How does globalization in the church and cross cultural appointments affect the stan-
dards and definitions included in the complaint review processes? 

The processes in the Book of Discipline for reviewing complaints against clergy and the standards 
for fair process contained therein are modeled after the Western European and United States judi-
ciary systems.  Persons of other cultures may be neither familiar nor comfortable with the termi-
nology, definitions and procedures used in a complaint review process with standards for fairness 
that are based upon Western European culture.  Methodist Conferences in other parts of the world 
do have the latitude to design complaint review processes and standards for fairness that are com-
patible with their cultural context.  The United Methodist Church does not take into account the 
affect of differences in cultural background on fair process in the present Book of Discipline.  If 
the United Methodist Church continues to become more culturally diverse, and the occurrence of 
cross-cultural appointments continues to increase, this problem must be addressed if all of its 
clergy are to be treated fairly. 

E.    Would it be helpful to encourage the inclusion of restorative justice principles in these 
procedures and processes? 

The explicit inclusion of restorative justice principles in the complaint review process would 
strengthen its compatibility with the Jesus’ model for resolving conflict in the church and make it 
more consistent with the Social Principles of the United Methodist Church.  Section V, par. 164 
F) of the Book of Discipline describes the churches teaching on “Criminal and Restorative Jus-
tice.”  This section makes the point that the whole idea of restorative justice grows out of biblical 
authority.  Therefore it urges the criminal justice system to move from an emphasis on retribution 
toward an emphasis on restorative justice that seeks to repair damage, right wrongs, and bring 
healing to all involved. It only makes sense that the Book of Discipline should call for the same 
emphasis in the complaint process by incorporating restorative justice principles and techniques 
into the complain review process.  Restorative justice principles could be very helpful in moving 
the complaint review process toward its goal of a just resolution of the complaint using tech-
niques, such as: 

•      Victim/Offender Mediation – a voluntary meeting between an alleged victim and an 
alleged offender facilitated by a trained mediator. 

•      Conferencing – structured conversations between conflicted parties and those affected 
by the conflict facilitated by a trained mediator. 

•      Circles – much like mediation and conferencing, but with the added dimension of in-
volving the entire affected community in deciding the plan for a just resolution of the 
conflict. 
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OFFICE OF COMMUNICATIONS & TECHNOLOGY 
COMMUNICATIONS & TECHNOLOGY COMMITTEE 

PURPOSE/MISSION STATEMENT 
1. Maintain and expand a multi-level communications network for the exchange of news, infor-

mation, ideas, stories, shared joys and concerns among Wisconsin United Methodists 
through: 

• Print media, newsletters, journals of ministry, brochures for conference agencies 
• Internet services, conference/church websites (www.WisconsinUMC.org and re-

lated sites) 
• Listservers, email and other electronic media (fax, Worldwide Web) 
• Video: videotape resources and video conferencing 
• Resource library/ready reference online database 
• Connections with persons responsible for communications in each district/regional 

office 
• Connections with communication persons in each church/charge and conference 

workgroups   as a way of primary access to local congregations by other congrega-
tions and by persons     working on the Annual and General Conference levels 

• Streaming a/v of Annual Conference sessions (accessible on the web) 
• Learning laboratory at the Conference Center used for training for churches and 

leaders 

2. Maintain and expand multiple avenues for ongoing dialog and discussion—conferencing— 
among Wisconsin United Methodists through: 

• Internet services: web conferences, IRC conferences, video conferencing 
• Print media (ex: the “Backtalk” section of Window, also on conference web page) 
• Regional training, as part of district events or training days like Igniting Ministry 

3. Continue to maintain and expand multiple avenues of exchange of information, updates, re-
sources, for the ongoing, cooperative/collaborative work of conference staff and workgroups 
through: 

• Print media (like Window) 
• Internet services: listservers, email and other electronic media (fax, video, World-

wide Web) 
• Build connections with persons responsible for communications in conference 

workgroups as    a way of primary access to local congregations by other congre-
gations and by persons working  on the Annual Conference level 

• Maintenance and development of the Conference database (“inherited” item in this 
budget) 

4. Provide a primary point of access to Wisconsin United Methodists by persons/agencies on 
the General Conference level for the sharing of news and information (e.g. UM News, UM-
Com) through: 

• Print media 
• Electronic access to General Conference databases and resources 
• Press releases 
• Regular contact with persons in UMNews, UMCom, and the Conference Resourcing 

Team 
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• Hosting communicators from other conferences 
• Collaborative efforts with general agencies (for example, planned distance learning 

courses to be run by UMCom/Wisconsin Conference UMC during 2003) 

5. Provide a primary point of access to the workings of the Wisconsin Conference UMC by 
secular news media through: 

• Press releases 
• Response to inquiries by outside media 
• Communications office as a primary point of contact when a crises arises 
• Providing space for outside press during events such as the Jurisdictional Conference 
• Cultivation of relationships with religion editors of secular news organizations 

6. Provide multiple avenues of outreach to the wider Wisconsin community through: 

• Press releases 
• Igniting Ministry television initiative/television spots (ads/messages) and radio spots 
• Cultivation of relationships with religion editors of secular news organizations 
• Training events connected with communications outreach (Igniting Ministry training 

events) 

7. Support the media services during our Annual Conference and other conference events. 

Summary of work in 2002: 
Evaluation is always ongoing, with opportunities provided for feedback from those who have 
made use of the services provided by Wisconsin UMCommunications. We measure the success of 
services provided by the number of persons using them as well as more subjective measures. As 
of this writing, for example:  

• we were mailing Window to 5200 persons in the Wisconsin Conference; however, our 
2003 print budget was cut to a level inadequate to sustain a large-scale publication like 
Window;  

• We have designed brochures and newsletters for many Conference agencies, including 
Archives and History, FaithQuest, the Finance Office, Leadership Development, and 
Congregation and Parish Development, thus saving money by doing quality work in-
house; 

• We have in place specialized equipment to enhance the work of Conference offices and 
staff, including a color scanner, capable of scanning 11 x 17 originals, used by Archives 
and History (for example) to capture larger-sized materials that are rapidly deteriorat-
ing; 

• At the end of 2002 we are hosting over 700 internet email and website accounts on our 
servers as well as 100 domains (such as www.StoughtonUMC.org, www.YUMC.org, 
www.wumf.org), an increase over 450/30 in 2001;  

• We are providing high-speed dedicated internet access to all the staff offices in the Con-
ference Center (including the UM Foundation and Wisconsin Council of Churches) and 
now the three outlying regional offices via frame relay, as well as an all-staff listserver 
for internal communications;  

• We have made computers no longer suitable for general office work available at no cost 
to programs and churches where state-of-the-art equipment is not imperative;  
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• We have continued to pioneer the use of the internet for online learning in The United 
Methodist Church, having started the process three years ago with the first online 
course in United Methodism for Lay Speakers and in the process of planning “United 
Methodism 101” and other online courses to be offered jointly by UMCom and the 
Wisconsin Conference in Spring 2003; 

• The system is in place for the rapid communication of information throughout the Con-
ference via email and fax. Districts have continued to move to electronic communica-
tions as a primary means of sharing information, using listservers set up and maintained 
by Wisconsin UMCommunications. Periodic news releases are made by the Communi-
cations Office to all the churches and pastors of the Conference via listservers. 

• We continue to receive new requests for email addresses, web space, and domain host-
ing weekly. We’ve designed and currently maintain 20 websites for Conference boards, 
committees, and staff. District listservers are used several times daily, as is the cabinet 
listserver. The Wisconsin Conference home page (www.WisconsinUMC.org) is the first 
place a growing number of people turn to find accurate and extensive information. 

• We have in place a communications system that is still ahead of every other annual con-
ference in the U.S., and on par with what UMCom has developed. We have come to 
depend (and take for granted) the communications network we have built over the last 
three years. Many things are available online that were not previously (United Christian 
Resource Center catalog, Archives and History’s appointments history database, etc.). 

The results of our work in 2002 only encourage us to continue with the overall purpose, goals and 
strategies worked out by the Communications Committee in 2000 (and outlined above), with even 
more attention to developing and extending our network to the regional offices and beyond, and 
providing top-quality communications services to Wisconsin Conference churches, pastors, staff 
and leaders, committees, and related organizations. Escalating costs in other areas make electronic 
communications even more attractive and cost-effective. 

Goals for 2004: 
1. Collaborative efforts with UMCom, particularly in the area of distance learning. 

2. Enhanced redundancy and dependability of our electronic network. We will be actively 
promoting our off-site backup capabilities to the regional offices and to local churches 
this year. 

3. The extension of our network to the outlying regional offices, offering those offices 
dedicated, high-speed broadband connection into our Conference network, 24/7 access 
to the new Conference information database (three years in development and ready for 
deployment early Spring 2003), and video conferencing with the Conference Center 
serving hub. The Metro District office is now complete and Appleton and Eau Claire 
will follow in the next few weeks. 

4. Development of working relationships with major news sources in Wisconsin. With 
fewer “religion editors,” it is becoming more difficult to get church-related information 
out to the secular press. 

5. Building a portable learning laboratory—a portable classroom with ThinkPad worksta-
tions set up to be able to host classes on a variety of subjects (i.e. the often-requested 
“how to create a website”). We will use much of the equipment that is used in the Com-
munications Office during Annual Conference and thereby increase the usefulness of 
that equipment over a greater part of the year. 

What will your agency do in 2004 to better “serve local churches” and/or “provide for the con-
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nection for ministry;” that is, what will you try that is new and what risks will you take to be more 
effective in your work? 

1. For the first time we have the capability of providing communications access in many direc-
tions, not just from conference to churches. Development of these possibilities is key to our 
continuing work. Some things I intend to see:  

• every Wisconsin UM church with internet access (dial-up if not broadband). 
• every Wisconsin UM pastor with a “permanent” WisconsinUMC.org email address so 

that email addresses will remain stable across appointment and/or ISP changes. 
• all report forms available online and able to be submitted electronically. 
• Annual Conference sessions streamed out in real time, so interested church members 

can email/fax/phone comments/questions which can be dealt as the sessions proceed. 
• regular webcasts with Conference staff (including the Bishop and cabinet) run just like 

an email-in/call-in radio talk show. 

2. Continue to provide the tools of communication to those churches and communities who 
would otherwise be left out of the electronic revolution by making serviceable computers 
available to local ministry settings at no charge, and through partnerships with UMCom to 
develop a program which would make internet access available at a reduced monthly charge. 

3. Development of an extensive online searchable resource library, containing an organized 
catalog of persons, places, events and organizations of use to us in our ministry. 

4. Training: distance learning, offered free or at a minimal charge, in conjunction with UMCom 
and on our own, for certification and for general information; on-site workshops for clusters 
of churches; and learning events hosted at the Conference Center in our learning lab. 

5. Continue to get the word out about the services we offer. Despite our efforts in Window and 
periodic listserver reminders, there are still churches and boards/committees that do not 
know what is available to them as a conference-paid service of the Wisconsin Conference. 

6. Develop video conferencing capability between/among the regional offices and Conference 
Center. There is an associated cost and steep learning curve but the benefits in terms of travel 
time and safety in winter snowstorms make it a worthwhile venture. With the frame relay 
network in place, video conference capability is now a reality. 

Submitted by 
Thomas D'Alessio 
Coordinator, Office of Communications & Technology 

 

ETHNIC LOCAL CHURCH CONCERNS COMMITTEE 
PURPOSE/MISSION STATEMENT:  The Ethnic Local Church Concerns Committee seeks to 
advocate for, encourage and empower local ethnic ministries and leaders throughout the Wiscon-
sin United Methodist Conference. 

Work Accomplished in 2002 
a. We developed brochures to advertise and seek funding for the 2002 Summer Developers 

Program.  We also created flyers to attract ethnic persons who might be interested in becom-
ing summer developers.  We provided speakers to visit churches interested in supporting the 
program.  We appreciate the assistance of the District Superintendents in helping to “get the 
word out” regarding the program. 
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b. As ethnic caucuses in cooperation, we developed guidelines for how to distribute funds for 
leadership development and attendance at jurisdictional/national meetings. 

c. We met with the bishop regarding plans for restructuring that would have dissolved ELCC.  
We voiced our concerns and were pleased that the restructuring did not take place. 

d. Thanks to the generosity of several churches, a district, and the United Methodist Founda-
tion, we raised $23,910.49 for the Summer Developers Program.  This provided funding for 
ten sites, with the Oneida site receiving extra funding due to the very large response from its 
community!  We contracted with the media ministry at Janesville Cargill UMC to produce a 
video with footage from each program to be available for supporters, participants, and pro-
motion of future efforts. 

e. We planned out and held a half-day visioning retreat in November, bringing in the Rev. 
Mary Council-Austin to lead us.   

f. We distributed funds to many worthy projects and individuals in pursuit of training.  These 
included:  sending individuals from St. James United Methodist Church to a training event at 
Windsor Village UMC in Houston, funding supplies for the Korean Language and Cultural 
School at University Korean UMC, support for the community development program 
(Shalom Zone, Inc.) at Solomon Community Temple UMC, funds toward the development 
of the Hmong UM Hymnal, sending individuals from three caucuses to various jurisdic-
tional/regional/national training events, awarding scholarships for higher education and theo-
logical studies to six individuals.  

Ways Local Churches Have Been Resourced by ELCC 
By funding both the Summer Developers projects on-site, and the various training events leaders 
have participated in, we have allowed individuals in the local ministries to experience leadership 
that is empowered and equipped to share Christ in new and exciting ways. 

The Summer Developers projects take the lead in building bridges across racial lines.  One exam-
ple would be Korean young people teaching Native American children during Vacation Bible 
School at Oneida.  Another would be Marilyn Higgins traveling “way up north” to Menomonie to 
share information with that congregation.  

One Noticeable Change that has Occurred in the Wisconsin Conference as a 
Result of ELCC 
We recognize the dawning of awareness regarding the role of ethnic ministries in the Wisconsin 
Conference, though that awareness must continue to grow. 

Change in 2003 Plans Due to 2002 Results 
We need to continue to strengthen our funding base, since apportioned funds seem to be going 
down, and we need to once again raise funds for the Summer Developers Program.  This requires 
some very intentional work during the early months of the year. 

Goals for 2004: 
1. Market ethnic ministries we support to raise money for the Summer Developers Program, 

and increase awareness of its projects through printed and electronic means. 

2. Hold a retreat for ethnic families to come together, learn to communicate more effectively 
with one another, and build relationships. 

3. Administer money to provide opportunities for training, conferencing, and promotion of eth-
nic ministries and leaders. 
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4. Promote the empowerment of local ministries and advocate for them in the larger Annual 
Conference. 

What We Will Do to Better Serve Local Churches and the Connection 
1. Build on current efforts to make sure there is broad-based, representative leadership from all 

ethnic constituencies on various Conference leadership bodies. 

2. Through the above retreat and a leadership training event, we will work to improve commu-
nication across racial/ethnic lines. 

Rev. Jodie E. Joiner, Chairperson 
 

CONFERENCE PERSONNEL COMMITTEE 
The purpose of the Conference Personnel Committee is to address staffing, personnel and person-
nel needs and concerns related to the Wisconsin Annual Conference staff. Our primary goal is to 
maintain an effective staff for the Wisconsin Conference so that the vision of the conference is 
carried out.   

The personnel committee met four times during 2002 to attend to the issues relating to conference 
staff. One particular concern was the staffing of the Fiscal and Administrative Services Office. 
However, the issues were dealt with, staffing changes took place, and a new group of staff is now 
in the office. At the request of the Council on Finance and Administration, the committee ap-
proved a new position of Account Manager for the office of Finance and Administration. This 
position will be filled in 2003. 

At the request of the Communications Coordinator and the Director of Ministry and Outreach the 
Personnel Committee approved a new part-time (20%) position, Computer Support Specialist. 
This person provides technical assistance to conference computer system users. In filling this po-
sition Linda Firestone, Administrative Assistant in the Communications and Technology Office 
agreed to split her time 80 % as Administrative Assistant and 20% as Computer Support Special-
ist.  

The committee also held round table discussions at the 2002 annual conference and heard from 
conference leadership their perspective relating to conference staff and the vision of the confer-
ence. One issue that continues to be raised is a concern regarding equity among the Regional Ad-
ministrative Assistants. Their relationship to the Personnel Committee regarding salary and bene-
fits is unclear. The Personnel Committee plans to have continuing dialogue with District Superin-
tendents around this issue. 

Following the resignation of the Leadership Development Director, the committee, after consult-
ing with the Bishop decided not to refill that position in 2002 or 2003. Instead, the committee 
plans to continue to review the needs of the conference for strong leadership development. There 
will be opportunity to consider how to spend the money budgeted—through consultants, part time 
staff or resource persons. New things may be tried and risks may be taken, if the annual confer-
ence is willing to allow it. 

Response to Lambrecht Resolution 
The Lambrecht resolution which was referred to the Conference Personnel Committee asked the 
committee to assess the impact of cutting the 2003 Personnel budget by $50,000. 

In December 2002 the Personnel Committee reviewed the 2003 budget. Since a new Director of 
Leadership Development had not been and was not going to be hired, there was more than 
$50,000 that could have been cut from the budget. This would not have had an immediate impact 
on the work of Annual Conference. However, at the request of the Communications Coordinator, 
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a new part time position of Computer Support Specialist was created. This had a small impact on 
the budget. Also, at the request of the Conference Council on Finance and Administration, a new 
position of Accounts Manager, was created with part of the funding to come from the Leadership 
Development position. The remaining funds from this unfilled position have been allocated for 
programming in Leadership Development if necessary.  

The Lambrecht resolution did not ask the Personnel Committee to address the implications of 
removing $50,000 from the 2004 budget but the committee looked at it anyway. The conclusion 
was that it is important that the Office of Finance and Administration be fully staffed with an ad-
dition of an Accounts Manager. This addition would give that office better control over funds. 
The Committee is also very supportive of the conference priority for Leadership Development. 
And even though there are still discussions about how that will be carried out in the conference, it 
is important enough that a line item remain in the 2004 budget. 

 

PROGRAM AND ARRANGEMENTS COMMITTEE 
1.  Introductory Comments 
The 2002 session of the Wisconsin Annual Conference was held at the Marriott Madison West 
Hotel and Conference Center in Middleton, WI.  Many positive evaluations were received from 
both lay and clergy members.  We are contracted to be at the Marriott again in 2003 and 2004, 
however the Marriott’s calendar precludes us from meeting there in 2005. 

2.  Highlights And Accomplishments Of The Past Year 
Worship services during the 2002 session of the Annual Conference were planned by the Rev. 
Howard Hintzman, Deb Kuehl and a team of people from People’s United Methodist Church in 
Oregon, WI.  They will be our worship leaders again this year.  We are grateful for the creativity 
and authenticity which they bring to worship.   

One of the highlights of the 2002 Annual Conference session was the ingathering of nearly 5,000 
sewing kits, health kits, and teacher kits which were sent world-wide to people in our partner 
Conferences.  What a joy to see so many volunteers packing up so many kits out in the parking lot 
under the tent!  Another highlight of our gathering was the word and spirit that Grace Imathiu 
brought to us as she challenged us, in daily Bible study, to face the sin of our racism.  A third 
highlight was the entertainment and “fun” provided at the Awards Banquet by “Jumpin’ Jehosa-
fat”, a group of musicians from the Minnesota Annual Conference.  And finally, a fourth high-
light was the visible presence of youth, participating fully, in the life of our Annual Conference.    

We understand that “conferencing” means more than just doing the “work” of the church.  Con-
ferencing also includes celebrating lives and ministry, worshiping the God who has formed and 
continues to re-form us, and creating opportunities for fellowship which build up the community 
of faith.  As we gather for the 2003 session of  Annual Conference, under the theme of  
“Celebrating the 300th Birthday of John Wesley”, we will have the opportunity to do all this and 
more.  

3.  Plans For The Coming Conference Year 
Our “birthday” theme for the 2003 session of the Annual Conference will help us focus on our 
Wesleyan heritage.  Under the guidance of Daniel Flores, a pastor and former professor in the Rio 
Grande Conference, we will take time to consider some of the teachings of John Wesley.  June 
17th is the actual anniversary of John Wesley’s birthday.  On that day, we will celebrate with 
birthday cake (LOTS of birthday cake) during our afternoon break time.  The same evening, at 
this year’s Awards Banquets, we will be blessed by the music of the KAT Trio, a musical group 
on tour in our country from Russia. 
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Because our Annual Conference will be held Sunday afternoon through Wednesday afternoon 
(June 15-18, 2003) we will begin our gathering with a 4:00pm Ordination service at Asbury 
United Methodist Church.  The opening plenary session will be on Sunday evening.   A signifi-
cant amount of our plenary time this year will be spent in balloting for lay and clergy delegates 
for the 2004 General and Jurisdictional Conferences, as well as considering petitions being sent to 
General Conference. 

In mid-April, the Program and Arrangements Committee will be making site visits at two loca-
tions as we consider where the 2005 session of Annual Conference might be held.  While we have 
appreciated meeting at the Marriott, it will not be available to us in 2005, and so we are beginning 
the process of finding a location which is easily accessible from the four corners of Wisconsin 
and which can meet our space needs and requirements.   

Carolyn M. Saunders, Chairperson 
 

TASK FORCE COMMITTEE ON RECRUITMENT, 
 NURTURE, AND RETENTION 

This task force was created by the 2001 Wisconsin Conference to address the concerns for United 
Methodist ethnic and racial minority clergy.  These concerns include the problems of identifying 
and recruiting gifted minorities to the ordained ministry, the sustaining nurture of minorities pres-
ently serving in the itinerancy, and the reasons why too many minority clergy are led to further 
their careers in other Conferences or denominations. 
The task force was appointed by Bishop Rader and consisted of; Jorge Luis Mayorga Solis, chair; 
Clarence Austin; Im Jung; Ivelisse Quiñones; Jack Stubbs; and, Her Yang.  The group met and 
corresponded regularly. 
The Wisconsin Conference is a largely white/Anglo church with scarce diversity of ethnic and 
racial minorities.  No minority enjoys the numbers that would sustain a robust subgroup with its 
own support institutions, especially in comparison to other Conferences. The Wisconsin Confer-
ence needs to create imaginative and gracious ministries to grow, value, and retain minority 
clergy.   
While in no way exhaustive, the following ideas were discussed as being ways of addressing the 
need for the Conference to be pro-active in its support of minority clergy: 

1.      Establish a special mentor group to identify and nurture minority candidates. 
2.      Have set and unchanging schedules and locations for the Candidate's Retreat.  Publicize 

in needed languages the retreats widely and regularly through communication between 
the Board of Ordained Ministry and all clergy and Staff-Parish Relations Committees. 

3.      Simplify and clarify the ordination/licensing mechanics so that all clergy and active laity 
can understand and explain it to others.  (One test might be to survey the members of 
Annual Conference about their knowledge of the clergy credentialing process.) 

4.      Organize and fund a regular retreat for minority clergy and their families with the Bishop 
and leaders of the Conference. 

5.      Begin intentional support groups especially for minority and willing white/Anglo clergy 
for professional and career issues. 

6.      Found new traditions for welcoming and saying "good-bye" to minority clergy and their 
families thus promoting belonging and continuity. 

7.      Conduct exit surveys with transitioning minority clergy to learn their impressions of the 
Conference and ways we can improve our ministry and missions. 

The goal is to have a conference in Wisconsin where diversity is treasured as a realized sign 
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of God's reign on earth.  While this goal is spiritual, there are practical and organizational steps 
that can be taken.  This hope can be realized with prayer, nurture, openness, and organization 
among the minority and majority.  It is a promise worth achieving. 

 

VISION/QUALITY IMPROVEMENT TEAM 
Report on Work Completed 2002-2003 

Introductory Comments: 
The Vision/Quality Improvement Team has the task to provide visioning, continuous process im-
provement, monitoring and assessment for the Annual Conference.  (Rules and Policies of the 
Annual Conference 3.3.18)  

Highlights and Accomplishments of the Past Year:   
During the 2002-2003 year, the Vision/Quality Improvement Team met three times.  During each 
session the Team identified and addressed an element of the work/processes/personnel of the An-
nual Conference, identifying where constraints may be in the system that impede our living most 
faithfully and effectively.   Upon occasion more information, observation, or date was needed and 
the Team followed up between meetings to gather the information.  

A critical area identified in the past year needing ongoing attention in the annual conference was 
the area of leadership, both lay and clergy.  While not making judgment upon the conference’s 
need to maintain a Director of Leadership Development, the Team is of a common mind about the 
need to address the calling forth, training and deploying new leaders in all phases of the confer-
ence’s ministry: congregations, districts, and conference.  Follow-up recommendations and dia-
logue have been shared with Cabinet, Personnel Committee and the Conference Nominating 
Committee.   

A referral was made to the Vision/Quality Improvement Team by the 2002 Annual Confer-
ence to (1) assess and make recommendations regarding the appropriate number of district super-
intendents in the Wisconsin Annual Conference; and (2) identify, investigate, and perhaps pro-
pose alternative models of supervision of district superintends which might be utilized in the Con-
ference.  At the request of the V/QIT a small task force has been established consisting of two lay 
persons, and one current and former district superintendent, as well as a local pastor and a deacon.  
The Task Force continues its work at the time of the writing and hopes to present to the 2003 an-
nual conference a report of its work. 

Plans for the Coming Year: 
The role of the Vision/Quality Improvement Team is to be continually listening and watching 
over the whole of the annual conference, identifying those places where improvement can be 
made and where new plans need to be employed.  From time to time The V/QT may establish 
Process Improvement Teams for specific quality improvement initiatives.)  Input about the joys 
and constraints found in the life of the annual conference are welcomed by Team members and 
will be given appropriate attention and care. 

Bishop Sharon Zimmerman Rader, Chair 
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CONFERENCE MOVING DIRECTOR 
Introductory Comments 
Accountability:  The Conference Moving Director is appointed by the Cabinet and is directly 
accountability to them.  John E. Moffatt was appointed Moving Director starting January 1, 2001 
and continues to serve.      

Philosophy and Priorities: We use weight and packing limits as incentives to keep costs of mov-
ing as low as possible. These limits are intended to promote  sorting and discarding, and do-it-
yourself packing as the normal practice.  Our present   Conference policies benefit local parishes 
and clergy by reducing their need to plan and coordinate the simultaneous and sequential moves 
that arise from itinerancy. Also, because our moves are billed to the Conference, local parishes 
and clergy families are freed from the need to make large cash payments on moving day.  

Information  
1.    The Conference Rules (Sec. 20.2.3 ff) provide information and warnings for most common 

problem areas in moving. 

2.    For 2002 the budget for moving expenses was $210,000. The final cost for the year was 
about 4% less, $201,243. Although the average cost of a move increased a bit over last year, 
having five fewer moves than in 2001  greatly reduced the cost to the Moving Expense Fund.  
The Conference also benefited from the fact that inflation was at or below 2%, the average 
weight of clergy household goods decreased, professional moving costs were more stable, 
and a new two year transportation agreement with Graebel waived intrastate fuel surcharges 
charges. [2001 fuel surcharges were often 3 to 6%.] Our agreement with Graebel has also 
improved the availability of weight estimates before moves. In addition, increasing the 
charge-back rate to more closely match the actual cost for over-weight loads seems to have 
helped.  Based on the cost of moves in 2002, the charge-back rate for 2003 will be $30.00 
per CWT (30¢ per pound). 

3.    Costs for the past five years have been: 

Year No. of Moves Avg. Move Cost Total Cost 

1998 58 $ 2,425 $140,672 

1999 70 $ 2,476 $173,281 

2000 88 $ 2,778 $258,559 

2001 80 $ 2,717 $217,368 

2002 75 $ 2,800 $201,243 

4.    The load weight limit for payment from the fund is 12,000 pounds. The average weights for 
the past five years are: 

Year Avg. Weight No. Over-Weight Avg. Pounds Over 
1998 9,846 11 2,418 

1999 9,364 11 2,346 

2000 10,893 30 2,735 

2001 9,867 20 2,075 

2002 9,643 12 2,230 
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5.    The allowance from the fund for packing costs is $200. For the last five years the average 
packing cost and the number over limit are: 

Year Avg.Cost No. Over Limit 
1998 139 5 

1999 120 10 

2000 172 19 

2001 227 22 

2002 110 10 

6. For 2001, over-limit charge-backs for packing and labor totaled $1,036.23. The over-limit 
charge-backs for weight totaled $6,422.  

7. Expenses of the Moving Director were $175.56 (phone, postage, paper, & travel).  Apple-
ton: St. James U.M.C. and the Chippewa-Heartland Regional office provided additional 
support in the form of FAX service, paper, and photocopying. 

8. Budget for 2003 is $218,400.  

9. The current Conference Moving Policy is located in Section 20.0.0 of Conference Poli-
cies.  

Highlights And Accomplishments 
The 2002 Moving Survey.  The Conference Moving Expense Fund supported 66 professional 
moves of households in 2002.  A moving evaluation survey was sent to most of those house-
holds in October, and to the remainder when their moves were completed. A dozen items asked 
for evaluations of the Moving Director or  Graebel Movers. The great majority of responses 
showed satisfaction. As in past years, the one aspect that our clergy continue to find problem-
atic is the accuracy of pre-move weight estimates.  Several people said that they thought the 
weight was over-estimated! In December, 2002, I met with Graebel’s General Manager at 
Wausau and shared these results and this concern. It is a provision of our current agreement 
with Graebel that estimates will be within 10% of the actual weight of a load and that the Con-
ference will not be liable for charges over 110% of the estimate.  A review of our moves in 
2002 shows that for 80% of our households, the actual weight moved was less than the esti-
mated weight. It is not possible to conclude whether this is the result of faulty estimates, elimi-
nation of items by conscientious clergy families, or both.  On the other side, several loads were 
heavier than estimated, but the majority was initially quite light and most remained within our 
12,000-pound allowance. In the few instances where actual weigh exceeded the estimate and 
was over our 12,000-pound allowance, the actual total was within the 110% limit.  Another 
year of experience will helpful to clarify this aspect of our moves.  

At the request of the Bishop, a survey of moving practices of other conferences in our Jurisdic-
tion has been started. This may a source of ideas for future changes.  

 John E. Moffatt, Moving Director 
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COUNCIL ON FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION 
Introductory Comments:  
The C.F. & A.’s purpose “shall be to develop, maintain, and administer a comprehensive and co-
ordinated plan of fiscal and administrative policies, procedures, and management services for the 
Annual Conference.”  Book of Discipline, Paragraph 610. 

Highlights & Accomplishments:  
The most prominent responsibility of the C.F. & A. is to recommend to the Annual Conference an 
annual budget that is reasonable and workable so as to take into consideration the effect it will 
have on local church apportionments. Preparation of the budget is an on-going process which oc-
cupies much of the Council’s agenda. 

Meetings during the year were spent on the annual conference audit report, reviewing funds held 
by local Wesley Foundations on several campuses, reviewing policies and procedures related to 
financial management, reviewing the consultant’s report on the duties and responsibilities of of-
fice staff, and reviewing the Plan for Ministry budget process. 

The apportionment payments for 2002 were at 93%, which was under our goal of 96%. However, 
the Boards, Agencies, and Committees did a great job of managing their resources. Many did not 
spend their entire budget, and we had a minimum of overloads. This resulted in only a small 
amount of the cash reserve being used to meet the financial obligations. 

The Office of Development project, which is partnered with the U.M. Foundation, has been 
placed on hold temporarily. The reason for this is the need to remodel space for the office near the 
Foundation Office and the Foundation’s concern regarding economic conditions right now. This 
project will continue to be pursued during the coming year. 

Several changes have been enacted by the Director of Finance & Administration within the Con-
ference Office to provide better financial control and accountability. An outside consultant evalu-
ated the breakdown of duties and responsibilities within the office. This evaluation showed a need 
for adding a staff member to help with various duties in the accounting area. This recommenda-
tion was also stated in the audit management report by the conference auditors. This request for 
an accounting position has been forwarded to the Conference Personnel Committee. 

Plans For The Coming Year:   
C.F. & A. will continue to work diligently in providing an Annual Conference budget which is 
attainable according to the Conference’s resources. 

C.F. & A. will continue to work with the Foundation Office in the implementation of an Office of 
Development. 

C.F. & A. will continue to work on the implementation of a feasibility study regarding a Confer-
ence Capital Campaign to provide funding for the large health insurance costs. 

C.F. & A. will continue to work closely with the Boards, Agencies, and Committees, as needed, 
regarding budget preparation and control. 

C.F. & A. will continue to make available Council members to consult with and help the local 
churches to better understand their importance in the apportionment process, as well as the con-
nectional system. 

C.F. & A. will continue to rely heavily on the Director of Finance & Administration, and the of-
fice staff in carrying out the workload of financial affairs. The Director and staff are to be com-
mended for their time and effort in keeping the Conference financial program operating at a high 
level of proficiency. 

Douglas Stallsmith, President, C.F. & A. 
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CONFERENCE COUNCIL ON YOUTH MINISTRIES 

This year as a Conference Council on Youth ministries we accomplished quite a lot. We formed 
some energizing new ministries—WildFire! Leadership training camp and the confirmation re-
treat, as well as planning SMACKDOWN’s replacement, Pages at Annual Conference (PAC). We 
began to lay plans for a CCYM endowment fund, as well as continuing the Angel Fund and 
Youth Service Fund fundraisers and scholarships.  

We created a new marketing A-Team, responsible for promoting CCYM at all conference events, 
such as Jr. High Convo, Sr. High Convo, and Annual Conference. We have also reviewed our 
election process and organization, exploring the discernment process as a possible alternative 
method for elections and business throughout the year.        We are currently exploring district 
youth ministry options, possibly replacing the emphasis on conference-wide ministries with an 
emphasis on district ministries and district youth ministry teams (DYM). But this was not all that 
happened this year.  

There was yet another adventure that CCYM embarked upon—the birth of Amy’s baby, Ashtin 
Reese. This adorable little girl gave CCYM quite a few new experiences, especially with Amy 
being on maternity leave for a while.  And as long as we’re discussing the future, CCYM also has 
a ton of plans for the next year.  

There are so many exciting goals and challenges that we have set for ourselves, I really pray that 
you will be there to experience them with us. The specific plans can be found in the 2004 Plan for 
Ministry report, and I won’t make this report any longer listing them again. I’m so glad that all of 
you made it to YAK, and I want to make sure that you understand how important your involve-
ment is to the functioning of CCYM. Have fun this weekend, and God Bless! Au revoir! 

Elise Kruger 
CCYM President 

Conference Youth Coordinator’s Comments 
As always the youth in Wisconsin are excellent leaders.  They are not afraid to take new ideas and 
run with them.  At our final CCYM meeting prior to Youth Annual Konference they were asked 
to consider what CCYM needs to be doing to support youth ministry growth in local churches.  
They struggled with the reality that their world is a different place with the U.S. at war and the 
economy that is unstable.  These young people are committed to continuing to make a difference 
in their world. 

I believe that youth ministry in Wisconsin is constantly shifting.  Many local churches continue to 
see changes in their youth leadership regularly.  Many clergy are so overwhelmed with their re-
sponsibilities in the local church that youth ministry doesn’t always make their priority list.   

I have been working with a team of Adults in Youth Ministry this past year to develop a Youth 
Ministry Institute.  We are hoping that in 2003 and 2004 we will have a training program for all 
adults in youth ministry, both paid and volunteer.  We have been discussing ways to support 
clergy in their roles as they are faced with needs for youth ministry.  We have also discussed pos-
sibilities of resourcing new youth leaders as they are hired or volunteer to lead youth ministry.  It 
is a constant challenge to keep up with the ever changing lives of young people and without adults 
who are dedicated to seeing youth find God in the midst of their chaotic lives, there may be less 
hope for the future.  Youth ministry needs to be a priority for all of us as we continue to lead in 
God’s church. 

In God’s Service, 

Amy Valdez Barker, Conference Youth Coordinator 
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Event Name Dates Location 

# of participants 

 registered 
Youth Annual Konfer-
ence 

April 12-14, 2002 Sky-Lodge Christian 
Camp - Montello 

220 

Regional Confirmation 
Banquets (1st Year) 

Nic/Winn - Jan 26 
Cap/Cou - Feb 2 
Chip/Hea - Mar 2 
MN/MS - Mar 9 

Neenah - Faith UMC 
Madison - Asbury UMC 
Cancelled due to bad 
weather 
Waukesha - First UMC 

124 
95 
76 
213 

Junior High Convo May 3-5, 2002 Tommy Thompson Youth 
Center - State Fair Park, 
Milwaukee 

481 

WildFire! Missions (1st 
Year) 

Throughout the 
summer. 

Alabama (2), Superior, 
Red Cliff, UMCS-
Milwaukee (2) 

271 

WildFire! Youth in 
Ministry Camp (1st 
Year)  

July 7-12, 2002 Lake Lucerne Camp & 
Retreat Center - Wau-
toma 

66 

Clergy Kids Retreat (1st 
Year) 

August  9-10, 2002 Lake Lucerne Camp & 
Retreat Center - Wau-
toma 

20 

Conference Confirma-
tion Retreat 

October 11-12, 
2002 

Chula Vista Resort - Wis-
consin Dells 

272 

Senior High Convo November 8-10, 
2002 

Alliant Energy Center - 
Madison 

1375 

Yearly Youth Ministries - Event Registration Reports 
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Youth Service Fund  
Recipients Angel Fund Scholarships 

Angel Fund Program 
Grants 

$400: WF! Youth Missions 
Alabama - 5 participants 
(Bonduel UMC) 

$135: YAK Scholarships (El 
Buen Pastor) 

$1,000: Outer Limits 
Youth Outreach - Zion 
UMC Forest Junction 

$400: Mountain TOP Mis-
sion Trip - 8 participants 
(Christ UMC, Greenfield) 

$1000: Puppet Ministry Event 
Scholarship - (First UMC 
Wausau) 

$600: Patch Grove 
UMC - 

$400: Misty Mountain 
Workcamp - 20 participants 
(Hartford UMC) 

$200: WildFire! Youth Mis-
sions - ARM Individual Schol-
arships 

$600:  “College Tour” 
Solomon Community 
Temple - Milwaukee 

$800: Henderson Settlement 
Mission Camp - 22 partici-
pants (Lake Mills UMC) 

$1,205: WildFire! Youth in 
Ministry Camp - 12 Individual 
Scholarships 

$1000: WAC Bishop’s 
Initiative on Children 
& Poverty, Sidewalk 
Sunday School - Mil-
waukee 

$400: Group Workcamp - 16 
participants (Bay View 
UMC) 

$260: Confirmation Retreat 
Scholarship - 19 participants 
(New Richmond UMC)  

$850: WildFire! Youth 
Mission Trip Alabama 
Rural Ministries - (for 
the program ministry) 

$500: Spirit Lake/Fort Tot-
ten, ND Group Workcamp - 
15 participants (Fountain 
Park UMC, Sheboygan) 

$450: Sr. High Convo Schol-
arship - 9 participants (Lark 
Emmanuel & Denmark Zion 
UMC, Greenleaf) 

 

$200: Mission Discovery 
2002, Puerto Rico - 1 partici-
pant (St. Paul’s UMC, Ste-
vens Point) 

$120: Confirmation Retreat 
Scholarship - 7 participants 
(Seymour UMC) 

 

$900: Bolivian Mission Trip/
Youth to Youth - 4 partici-
pants (Grace UMC, Belle-
ville) 

  

TOTAL : $4,000 TOTAL : $3,370.00 TOTAL : $4,050.00 

2002 CCYM Funding Recipients 
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